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stretch, beat Holy Cross

Raider halfback doubtful
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Jeanette Storey to hold
annual indoor sports show
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Ir qi missiles It Israel
Warplanes blast Iraq's
mobile missile launchers

Iraqi Scud Missiles
Strike Israel
Mediterranean
Sea
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STATE
f.t.NKFORT, Ky. -- State
ulture ('ommissioner Ward
Buten- Burnette ,today was
fkred to report to jail on
saturday and begin serving a
, die -year prison term for a
H....on) theft conviction.

SPORTS
II I RI FOKI), Conn.
'td
ceding as pia',
saturday s All-Star G.,
.1,( f.lcago despite the prging
I iis
Kings star Waviie
C,1/4.1
so people
in is as on the war with frac,

BUSINESS
DA Sit1NG TON
The
administration gave regu.ators permission to renegotiate
saYings and loan bailouts conLluded in 1988, in a move
designed to save taxpayers up to
.S-1 billion.
Rish

FORECAST
'tonight: Increasing cloudiness. Low in the mid 30s. Light
southwest wind.
Saturday: Cloudy and mild
with rain developing.

waHHaiies
IN SAUDI AAB1A ing at least half a dozen mobile missile launchers like those Iraq
rain rockets on Isrin:l's Mediterranean coast.
Israel was. considering its own retaliation for he Iraqi attack, d•,n.
•
U.S. efforts to keep it on the sidelines. •
As Operation Desert Storm thundered into its -second full day
skies'hetOce.dawn.•.HOweVer
waves of
squadrons of F-16Afighter•bomliers re-turned to the largest U.S air 'ase
in Saudi Arabia on Friday niorinn . f .Yithout having dropped
tlicy were no:
"The weather was b.ad in ific
L.Apend" their boinhs, said Id. Col. 1,ini Welister 41, maintenance of ficer
for the 138th Air National Guard lactic.al Fighter Squadron troin Syracuse, N.)'.
But the, commander of U.S. forces stationed in the gulf, Gen. II. Norman Schwarzkopf, said other air aina,ks met with success. At a briefing in
Saudi Arabia, he said IS. planes Hicaled 11 mohile missile launchers
during today's raids. destroying a, .c•ast hall a dozen of them: :nciudirn
some aimed at Saudi Arabia.
K
Also, a dozen French fighters int in Iraqi riutotioi.,s de;
early today. French Defense Minister Jean Pierre Cheyeneine,;: saiLn I le
gave no details about the damage n) the depod Lir said' it •wis,
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Medium range,
surface-to-surface
missile
Length: 37 ff;.t
Diameter: 3 feet
Launch weight '7 0 tons
Payload: One 2,172-lb
warhead convenbonal or
chemical

Propulsion: Liquid fuel
Accuracy: within 1,476 feet

Range: 186 miles
Scud B on its MAZ 543
transporter/erector/
launcher vehicle

AP/ T

Dean Capie Rosa Toro, Karl Tate

(Cont'd on page 2)

Kurth: Moscow has little
influence on Iraqi leaders
F.

Murray Ledger A Times

--The L.S.S.k.
.whole In: of leverage left"
which to act as peacemaker
Middle East crisis. according
Murray State University President
Dr. Ronald Kurth in a published
report.
Kurth. a Ph,D from Havard
where he specialized in Soviet studies-. said in recent months Russian -.
political support has been mainly
with the coalition against Saddam
Hussein
"More recently, Gorbachev has
aligned himself with the ant :.S'addani forces politically and has
encouraged him to withdraw and
has joined in the public opinion
that declares him an aggressor.7 he
V. as quoted as saying.
Kurth served two tours as an
attache -at the-American embassy in
Moscow and helped negotiate a
naval treaty with the Soviet-s..
-Saddam Hussein is probably.

44111eilgab.

' Dr. Ronald Kurth
MSU president
',TOM

he

Si VA: •

probah doesn':
help nirn
(Cont'd on page 2)

Fort Campbell officials say
post preparing for war role

Preparing for war

By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer
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Iraqi Scud-B

LAKE LEVELS

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

By LARRY McSHANE

top armed forces source told 111-.••
•\ssociated Press.
"The president is content. II.
doesn't warn casualties He is con
:all to heat ... them from the atr
they submit

ISRAEL

EGYPT

U.S. military source:
no rush for ground war

,groopki

Gaza Strip

Iraq c641rnical today it had atia.,ked Isracl nefore daw:
missiles targeted "political, ccontinne and scientific targL..s •
ot its daughter implantea
"let the United States hear the
heart of the Arab homeland.- sail Irani radio. referring to I' ac
No One was reported killed by the missile strikes on residential
horhoods of Haifa and Tel Aviv. hut officials said a 3-year-old Arab iri
suffocated in a gas mask, and Israel radio reported at least four elder)
people died of heart attacks or -suffocatiOn while wearing gas masks
The missiles were not armed witn chemical warheads, hut durrin the
attack. Israelis were told to don gas masks.• A dozen people sullere
'Hes, described as minor, during the attack.
l'.S. officials worry it ALLI
If Israel entered the Persian Guil
splinter the anti-Iraq coalition and ,yiden the conflict. But Israel's
chief .o1 staff, Lt. Gen. Dan Shoinron, said Israel must • hit back.
Art attack on Israci: civilians "is very. serious. As we have sto in the
past and repeated it, and all the leaders ot Israel have said it. such a ease
'bilges a response," he said.
The Israeli Cabinet met today to talk about its response to the attack.
Jordan, fearing Israeli retaliation against Iraq, went on its highest alert
since the 1967 war. a senior Jordanian military official said today. Jordan,
which lies between Israel and Iraq. has said it would defend its airspace
against Israeli planes.
The Iraqis were claiming they inflicted huge casualties on the allies. An
Iraqi military communique read over Baghdad radio today claimed •65
(Cont'd on page 2)

SYRIA
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By MORT ROSENBLUM
It I \(;KOK, Thailand
has handed over to
S ollicials 11 sets of remains
may he those of American
/14:rvit;ernen missing from the
Vietnam War, official Vietnam
ese media said in a report moni
tored Thursday. The remain,
we're
to officials of tfic
all- based Joint Casualk
Resolution Center on Wednes
:as, the Vietnam News Agenc
the report was monitored
Wingkok.

50-CENTS
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sahntd-irtes(r.'-mtl'.L'a patrols
increaSed
checked none Laren:Hy
.trial befoic. 'e e'

FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. —
While 101st Airborne Division soldiers were poised on front lines in
I2dle
Saudi Arabia, their home base
braced for its war role.
(Cont'd on page 2)
Officials at the Army's Fort
Campbell post took steps to guard
against terrorism Thursday and
continued preparing for possible
war casaulties.
There was no word that the 101st
had yet played a role in the attack
or been affected by SCUDinissles
launched by Iraq.
Security was increased to protect
Students at Murray State
the troops and family members left
University,
while they support
behind when more than 19.000 solhave announced an
troops,
U.S.
diers in the 101st and its support
protest
for Wednesday.
anti-war
groups deployed to Saudi Arabia.
report.
to
a
published
according
Forces Command ordered securiPending approval from unicondition
ty upgraded to "Bravo"
versity and Murray officials, the
about noon CST, said Col. John^
protesters plan to hold a rally
Seymour. the installation commanthe campus beginning at 11
on
der. -Bravo" is the second lowest
a.m. on Wednesday and will
of four conditions.
march down Main Street irom
"It's a natural response," he
the Curris Center carrying signs
said, although "no specific threats
against the war, the report said.
have been identified directed tow- t4
‘
1
A similar protest was conard Fort Campbell."
ducted earlier this fall by MSU
A fence was added across a railstudents and supporters.
road track leading into the post,

MSU students
plan protest
against war
in Persian Gulf

Staff Sgt. Dwaine Musgrow of the 614th Military Police Company adjusts the stand for a 50-caliber
machine gun. The 614th, like dozens of other units across the state, has yet to be called to active duty
following America's attack on Iraq Wednesday.
Slaff photo by Mary Layton
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Bush, cabinet
join Billy Graham
in prayers for
the Gulf forces
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer

•
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Fort Campbell...
(Cont'd from page 1)
"We've had both a bomb dog
and a drug dog working out there."
said Maj Larry Mulhall of law
enforcement command Such sec •
urity mastics will be used randomly, he said.

,
.4-

FORT MYER, Va. — The Rev.
Billy Graham on Thursday led
President Bush, his Cabinet and
military chiefs in prayer for the
American forces fighting in the
Persian Gulf. saying "there come
times when we have to fight for
peace
Bush had turned to the famed
evangelist and confidant of pryaidents for spiritual solace on the
night he -unleashed the-air. aliacx
against Saddam Hussein's war
machine in Iraq and Kuwait
Graham answered Bush's summons to the White House on Wednesdas. and arranged the "sersice
of peace" for the president and his
top military and civilian advisers at
Memorial Chapel at this Army
!'a‘.: across the Potomac River in
Arlington. Va
Three sers ice chaplains joined
.ne preacher on an altar dominated
^y six flags — the American flag
and the flags of each militars
'ranch bedecked with ribbons from
A ars

Mulhall said safeguarding the
spralwing 105.000-acre base on the
Tennessee-Kentucky border was
difficult because of its site
-Etlanchfield Army Hospital was
prepared to double its 259-bed
capacity quickly and expend fatrther if necessars. said Col. Steve
Xenakis. commander of the post
hospital. Any wounded members of
the 101st would not necessarily he
hrought ,to Fort Campbell, however. he said.
Post chaplains met with family
support groups and discussed plans
for notifying family members if a
soldier is killed. Soldiers' primes
and secondary relatives, typically a
spouse and parents, would be notified in person. chaplain Col Chuck
Adams said
At the post schools, counselors
answered students questions about
the war Semester exams scheduled
for Thursday Were postponed. said
U. Col Bill Crawford. but classes
were held as usual

"The key has been AS much as
possible to remain routine and not
alarm the children about reports ol
what may happen." he said.
When the 101st and its support
groups deployed in August and
September, they left more than
19110 soldiers and 10,000 family
members at the post.
Another 211.000 military family
members live in the Tennessee and
Kentucky communities surrounding
the post, about 60 miles north ol
Nashville. Tenn.
Spirits seemed raised Thursday
in nearby Oak Grove, where residents have waited and worried' for
more than five months.
"I'm not a war monger
lived through Korea. Vietnam and
World War II
but I'm thrilled
that Bush finally said 'Go,"' said
. Elmyra Meany„whose son, Brian.
i'private in the 101st: She compared Saddam Hussein to Hitlea
Brian's wife. Barbara Meary.
agreed.
'1 he sooner we get it over with.
the sooner they'll get home... she
said
Meanv.hile. between 2.0041 and
2,5im national guardsmen and
reservists trained at Fort Campbell
for their role in Operation Desert
Storm, officials said. Replacement
soldiers for the 101st also were
trickling in and being trained to
join the division in the Persian
Gulf. he said.

LAST TWO DAYS!

Today and Tomorrow, Jan. 18th & 19th

Guard units
in Kentucky
mobilized for
Persian Gulf
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Here is a list from the state
Department of Military Affairs
of Kentucky National Guard
units that have been mobilized
because of the U.S. military
buildup in the Persian Gulf.
Units are listed with home
cities, number of troops and
current location.
—137th Transportation
Detachment. Danville, 9. Saudi
Arabia.
--217th Quartermaster
Detachment, Danville, 14,
-Arahta.
—2123rd Transportation
Company, Bowling Green and
Richmond, 142. Saudi Arabia.
--475th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, Frankfort and
Central City, 174, Saudi Arabia. --13 3rd Public Affairs
Detachment, Frankfort. 13,
Saudi Arabia.
--1st Battalion, 623rd Field
Artillery, Glasgow, 116, Fort
Campbell.
--Battery A. 623rd Field
Artillery, Tompkinsville, 84.
Fort Campbell.
—Battery B. 621rd Field
Artillery, Campbellsville, 85,
Fort Campbell.
--- Battery C. 623rd Field
Anillers, Monticello, 84. Fort
Cimpliar
---Service Battery, 623rd
Field Artillery, Springfield, 64,
Fort Campbell.
—223rd Military Police
Company. Louisville. 155. Fort
Campbell.
—438th Military Police
Company. Louisville, 142, Fort
Knox.

Numbers listed
for information
about relatives
FORT CAMPBELL.. Ky. (AP)
. Fort Campbell officials released
telephone numbers Thursday for
military families seeking information about relatives participating in
Operation Desert Storm.
Those seeking general inforrna.on about Army personnel. mclud-.
ing the soldiers of the 101st Air"orne DI% ision based at Fort
.ampheti. nias call 701-614-0739.
For faster service. callers should
.'rovide the soldier's name, rank.
social 'Security number and military unit.
Department of Defense polies
calls for personal notification of
next-of-kin when a service member
s killed.
Phone number; for other
—.inches of the service arc.
Al Force. 1-800-253-9276, general intormation,
-800--7.32- 1206. general
Nj‘
information, or, for immediate fam-800-255-3808,
Marine,. Corps, 1-80(L5.-77 -7694.
immediate family only.
Coast Guard, 1-800-283-8724,
`amnIN.

No rush...
(Cont'd from page 1)
iraq art.: ISueall. (tie Inst a.i.cd atr
strike came before dawn, the second about seven hours later. The,
source said that while details of the
strike had not been released, the
mission was an apparent success
The allied forces encountered
,irtually no resistance from the
Iraqi forces. Part of the reason for
he lack of response was the de's-as
tation inflicted by the bombings.
the source continued.
The bombers sent. over Iraq
encountered fewer than three dozen
Iraqi planes in more than I MOO
sorties, he said

Kurth...

!...••rno. °MI

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

(Cont'd from page 1)
14: because the Russians have
other problems." Kurth said.
"I fail to see what leverage the
Soviets would have or why Saddam
would yield to their counsel, especially given the recent history of
Saddam Hussein•s intransigence
and attitude."
Kurth said no matter what people's feelings about war are, "now
that this thing has started. our forces and our leadership deserve full
support. Now IS ROI the time to
question, now is the time to provide support and get on with the
The hest possible outcome
would he for this war to he a -quick
War. that Kuwait is liberated and
Saddam Hussein is reduced as a
threat and our forces come home
and leave the problems there to the
people if the region."

'

Poll: Americans rally
behind U.S. attack
in the gulf, and 17 percent disap
NEW YORK (AP) -- - A poll
proved. There was a 76-22 percent
taken for ABC News and The
margin of approval for the United
Washington Post after the U.S.
States having gone to war.
attack on Iraq found three out of
Three out of four said the
four Americans supported Presithought it was right for the United
dent Bush's resort to force.
States to attack Iraq now-, rather
The poll reflected the public's
than waiting longer or not attack
immediate reaction to Wednesday
mg. Polls in recent weeks found a
night's news. President Bush had
just made a nationwide television - smaller two-thirds majority lor
going hwar some point, and up
address explaining his decision,
t( ))irnhkael the public wishing to wail
‘k.(
and there were no reports yet of
to see how economic sanction,
U.S. casualties or any hitches in
worked.
the American military offensive.
The Post-ABC poll, based oii
As historically occurs in such a
telephone interviews with a nationsetting. Americans rallied behind
wide random sample of 545 adults.
the president.
Eighty -percent approved of the' • had a margin-of. error - of- phis or
minus 5 percentage points.
Nay Bush is handling the situation

Turkey OKs use of bases
for U.S. air raids on Iraq
By EMEL ANIL
Assoc.ated Pr•ss Writer
.\\KARA. Turkey --- Parliament on Thursday authorized the use
h.,ises in Turkey for attacks on Iraq by U.S. warplanes.
it passed the Warpowers Resolution by a vote of 250 to 148. se it:
,t!Istentions, in a session convened hours after the U.S.-orgamied mult!mi
tional force began air strikes. against Iraq and its forces in Kuv..1:.
Opposition parties voted against the measure, saying it would drag
I urke} into the war. But the governing Motherland Part} has a
majority with 276 scats in the 450-seat parliament.
tickuy- .oc 4I4C --only .. NATO--country-.sharing ..a.. border...with
'The bases could he -used if the U.S. wants, and also airspace could-..he
tised.- President Turgut Oral said after the vote.
lhere w.a.,;. no immediate indication it or when the bases would he uscd
!or strikes against Iraq.
The main base is Incink near Adana in southern Turkey. 440 nil.,!„•‘
A Cq .11 the Iraqi border, where the United States has deplo}ed 4}sarp
',Ines. They include F-16s, F- 15s and t- Ills An additional 48 S "sir
P'arlis began arriving Thursday
Co! Gary R. Loren/. U.S. commander at Incirlik, told reporters .1hurs
dis he received no orders involving use Of the planes.
Loren/ said Patriot surface-to-air antiaircraft missiles also have arri}ed
at the base. He did not say.. how many..
Ntrlitary - analysts in Ankara say InCirlik may not, be used immediatc:ly
hut only when the United States feels the need for attacks from the nor:'.
:o hit 'Iraqi targets close to the Turkish border.
NATO also has deployed about 50 Belgian, Italian and German planes
lurkey to signal the North Atlantic Treat} Organitation's
0 defend the country from- attack
Col Boudewign Grunewald. the Dutch halson..officer for the \.'\l 1)
orce., said a unit of Patriot missiles arri}ed n IJ,}arhakir on
a second unit was due Tharsdas
.041.:.1s1CM Turkey, near the border Koh Iraq. shops closed I
In .
ts and thousands of residents fled Irom their homes. The lurks rem,in:
,n,1! lined .up to buy plastic to cover windows in event of a
.!ttack.
\Lire than 100.000 Turkish troops along the 150-mile frontier A.:t:
northern Iraq were on alert, officials said. But no- threating moves tatlii
tm the 100.000 Iraqi soldiers dug in hundreds of yards away.
Foreign Minister Ahmet Kurtcehe Alptemocin said in ,introducing
\Sarpowers Resolution to parliament that Turkey had no intention
a second front avainst Iraq

Warplanes blast launchers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
planes have been shot down so far—but the allied count is set,
The Pentagon said today that two U.S. planes and their foiar ctwn..
Acre missing. bringing U.S. losses to three aircraft. It said the two plant:,
a Navy- A-6 Intruder and an Air Force F- 15E Strike'Eaglehid
appeared .Ihursday. when U.S. and allied forces flew more than 1.Mo .
rrass:ons. scoring- devastatmg hits. against Iraqi targets.
• Italy's air force said today an Italian Tornado fighter-bomber was in.,:
ing after taking part in an allied MISS-1011 against Iraq. --it said there w as no
Aurci On the two crewmerT.
On the first day of air strikes, a Kuwaiti plane and two British plan:\
were lost.
After the Iraqi strike against IsraellSecretary of State James A. Baker
III quickly phoned the ambassadors of Saudi Arabia. Eg}mt and Syria,
partners in the U.S.-led coalition
Baker also telephoned Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir. and the
White House said he "assured the prime minister that the United States is
continuing its efforts to eliminate this threat."
- In one Tel Aviv neighborhood, a missile left a crater up to 10-feet deep
surrounded by ruined houses, shattered glass and smashed cars. One resident described a "ball of fire" falling from the sky.
It was the first time Tel Aviv or other major population centers had
come under bombardment since the 1973 Middle East war. Israel said the
missiles were likely of the al-Hussein type, an Iraqi version of the Sovietsupplied SS-I Scud-B missiles.
Iraq also fired a single Scud missile toward allied forces in Saudi
Arabia early today; the U.S. military said, hut the missile was intercepted
and destroyed by a Patriot missile, the first fired in combat.
In Turkey. U.S warplanes took off from the Incirlik air base today', hut
the foreign ministry said they were merely on a night training mission.
Use of air bases in Turkey for U.S.. attacks on Iraq had been authorized a
day earlier by the Turkish parliament.
Allied ground forces in Saudi Arabia- were moving into final positions
to he ready for immediate deployment when the joint command decides
Iraqi resistance has been softened enough by the air strikes, pool reporters
said today.
The pool reporters, whose dispatches arc reviewed by the U.S. military,
also said the 1st Marine Division came close to ground combat Thursday
near the abandoned town of Khafji just inside of the Kuwait border. U.S.
Cobra gunship helicopters and combat support fighters strafed Iraqi artillery positions after shells ignited oil refinery tanks.
Later, sporadic shelling wounded several Marines and paramedical
corpsmen who were evacuated by helicopter to the rear. Officers
described their injuries as slight, the pool report said.
The unprecedented allied attack was launched 5'A months after Iraq
seized Kuwait in a dispute over land, oil and money. Economic sanctions
and diplomatic appeals failed to dislodge Iraq by the United Nationsmandated deadline of midnight Tuesday, and the massive military strike
came less than 24 hours later.
In cities around the United States, anti-war protests mounted, and some
demonstrators turned to civil disobedience to make their point. In San
Francisco, police arrested about 750 people, mostly at the federal building
and outside the Pacific Stock Exchange.
Most Americans were following war news by sticking close to their
televisions. Iraqi authorities allowed Cable News Network to resume
broadcast feeds from Baghdad early today. But the network said its
reports from the Iraqi capital were tieing heavily censored.
The Associated Press lost contact with its Baghdad reporters at about
noon Thursday. Telephone and telex communication between Iraq and [he
outside world appeared to he cut. and correspondents were relying on
,adiotelephones.
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Training session expecting large,
turnout at third annual meeeting
By MARK COOPER
muoay 1.•thpar & Times Stet
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Writer

thgainiers are expecting a large
turnout •I hursday for the. Murray.
( allow as. Count) School/liusiness
Partnership:, third annual training
session
*the session is designed to introduce new school and business representatises to the program. which
links students and business people
together in mutually-benefitting
relationships '
1 he session, set for the library at
\tura\ high School at 3.15. will
1;:iiiire a desiiiption of the Fogr:rn as well its testimonials from
dims alrcath in.,olved in program
Ii.pmigrant. Ahab has now
litikoi students at hoth the Nlurr,o,
disan.1 altov.ay Ciuttity
II
proxiinot,..1‘ 211 dille

Storey's boat show gets underway today

rent partners. is expected to pick up
several more partners.. this year.
according to steering committee
member Steve Zea.
"We're 'going to he seeing, a lot
of new faces,"„according to Zca.
Nearly 25 representatives of local business and industry are
expected to attend Thursday's twohour session which will he followed by a reception. Approximately 75-g0 educators and adminstrators _will also attend.
The session not only introduees
the program to new people, bat
acts as a "refresher course" for
program veterans, Zca said.
The committee, which met Friday morning, also discussed the
upcoming schedule for this year
The _annual banquet has been set
April 2s

The West Kentucky Boat Show will kick off activities today at 3 p.m.
at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Pictured
from left are Greg Lee from Lee Marines in Murray; Jeanette Storey,
owner of the boat show; and Mary Kay Kirks. exposition center
building manager.

By Abigail

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Sian Writer
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happily marriej now and have grown
children who know nothing about
their half-brother - so it would be
hard to explain :ifter all these years.
Should I mst forget about him? I
know I have no right to interfere in
-his life. butt am
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Because of the interest in Kentucky
Lake, she felt that this area needed
a boat show. She said that. she is
the only wornan7.4n--- the United
States to have her own sporting
show:
Storey antR 'pates a good tarniiut
for the event. despite the recey
outbreak of war -Fin really
curled about our ser‘icemcn,
makes you think that you sho.11,1n
have an event like this, but i; was
already scheduled." she said
hope
(rIle

'

•sTRATED

Stuart Poston. chief admi,
tor of N1(1.11 said he reallie.!
Aj. a "very strict policy
makes a strong statement aho
dangers if smoking."
In other business the hoard
announced that Dr. Richard Pi
lock's office was completed. a!
that construction had begun on l)i
Phillip Klapper's suite.
...anatithuxd.that „three
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Mil Thou

ASSETS
'1 Cash ?rid balances due from depository institutions

a Noninterest - bearing balances and currency and coin
b Interest - bearing balances

a

2 Securities
3 Federal funds sold & securities purchased under agreements toxeseti in domestic offices of the bank
a Federal funds sold
& of its Edge & Agreement subsidiaries & in IBFs
b Securities purchased under agreements to resell
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
a Loans and leases, net of unearned income

rio) 800
.on

3a
3

105,368
1 75
Cone

b LESS Allowance for loan and lease losses
c LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve

4a
4b
40
4d

()3
.on

d Loans and leases, net of unearned income allowance, and reserve (dem 4 a minus 4 b and 4 Cl
5 Assets held in trading accounts

5

6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)

5
7

7 Other real estate owned

,on
.on
on
3
20
on
on

8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
9 Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intangible assets
11 Other,ssets

contact

I get ATI
kill',', ..hat he looks
doing, it he:,married
I \--vould never
any pr
forturn
5.11'/ :1 (11 /111o/f1 h..yn

statement for the region about
dangers of smoking.

PUBLICATION,COPY - COMMERCIAL AND SAVINGS BANKS
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidianes

DE-AR 'FRUSTRATED: It's
only natural for you to want to
know_what he looks like, if he's
married and has a family, and
the answers to a host of other
DEAN NOSING: If you can't questions that must have crossed
overeitme the repulsivVrICSS of your mind. If he is aware that he
hi.. II0S1`, Ol.1 mav never--know is adopted (and he probably is),
the greatness of his heart and he must be equally curious to
mind.
know something about his birth
However, sine.. his nose does mother.
not appear to get in his way,•it
Please give him the chance to
would be very presumptuous of make that decision. Contact the
you to suggest that he -do some- agency through which you
placed your son for adoption and
thing" about it.
let it know your whereabouts(in
writing) so that your son .will be
able to find you if he wishes to do
1 111'.1 1/111 111.11.
so.
'DEAR .ltl,l I
10/ 111•ttIT I1/It 1111:111-.1.11 1/tf•(1. 1/111 t/1
I think your son should be
I Ill'.. iltiit..tIt ,11111 11 ;11A I
madeaware of your desire to see
11/411 1111%11 1./ 1
tlp 1111. 111•55 111)/1,
him again, although it would he
to,
1/:11.11,' 100. 1/1 .1 ,Chil(110,:better for both parties if the iniI'0.,1- IIF1FFI,IFlIllh Mid 1114/;11)%
tial contact were made through
111^I','.5.111t1'11 !IS , 1/M1III 111111
a third party. I am betting that
knii..11 the lid lilt' /1/1 Ii/1
this story will have a happy
11/111)11• '-:11111.•
4t11. I J-Igneil
ending. Please write asain and
let me know.Bless you, Mother.
tl.ItlI''_ iitIi. itliiptiori agency. hut
11.r. c FildIlt FIFI .itIcunpl ti
itil'Ut III. I /it' 1//riS . ;1-/ 1 hill
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Big Nose Becomes Big Deal
For Woman Attracted to Man
ill ricteit

Id he used

.moke, lb addwon to those patients
whim arc terintnaliv :11 All hospital
employees and visitors will he
on he out
side terra',,

Calloway
Hospital hoard met in regular sc,
sion :Ihursday night for the inoilr
"smoke tree policy" v..as
ly meeting.
iaitreed upon is lour hospitals.
After much discussion, the hoard
Western Baptist hospital and Lourmoved to activate a -smoke !tee
policy- for the hospital, effective des llopsital in Paducah,('ommunity Hospital Incorporated in %lay
July 4. 1991. The policy was modilied and Murra‘ Callowav County
pri
allow
patients
in
a
fied
to
those
what
they
have
told
often wonder
Hospital :N1(1:11:. n art effort to
vat::
the
room
and
under
prescri;
him about his biological mother,and
-tr--phy-ite-t-ari---to--lie--ah.li.± )-• ..hopd1u11:. gil. together and
tre- tm -Tirty cfustre Nee- merT tam - •
'VIC

11;14.
C COUld..- hc

West Kentucky's largest indoor
sporting exposition begins today at
3 p.m and lasts until 9 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Saturday's show
runs from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., and
Sunday's show is from II a.m. to 6
p.m.
Jeanette Storey's boat show will
feature bass and crappie fishing
seminars from Steve McCadams, a
professional guide and nationally
known outdoor writer. He will also
present a slide presentation - with
his seminars.
Also presenting seminars are ler,
ry Maupin, a Kentucky Lake guide
who will speak on crappie fishing,
and Mike Fennel with Lowrance
Electronics.
- -Storey, - a profisherwornan, has
been hosting the West Kentucky
Boa! Show for the last seven years.

MCCH board passes 'smoke free policy'

Deau

with 52
d multina
Kuwait
ould drag
as a solid

12 a Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)

People are eatinglhem up! For Abby's
recipe..., send a long, business41/P, self•addressed envelope, plus cheek
or money order for $3.05($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby.Cookbooklet,P.O. HIM 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

b Loans deferred pursuant to 12 U S C 1823 (j)
c Total assets and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U S C 1823(j)(sum of items 12 a and 12 bi
LIABILITIES

11

Deposits

8
9
11
12 a
'2 b
12 c.

V dY

a In domestic offices

13 a

(1).Noninterest - bearing
(2) Interest

13 a (1t
1944
13 a (2)
!!!

bearing

b In foreign offices. Edge and Agreement subsidiaries and IBFs

13 b

:one
,one

(1) Noninterest - bearing
(2) Interest - bearing

0-feet deep
One rest-

al positions
ind decides
ol reporters

S. military,
it Thursday
iorder. U.S.
Iraqi artil-

)aramedical
.r. Officers

s ,after Iraq
ic sanctions
gl Nationslitary strike

J, and some
iint. In San
.ral building
)SC' to their
to resume

nit said its
d.
:rs at about
Iraq and the
relying on

z

'3 b)2)
(111

15 Demand notes issued to the U S Treasury ,

"Reporters in Baghdad
told story over phone
lines."

enters had lel said the
the Soviet-

s in Saudi
intercepted
bat.
today, hut
ig mission.
uthorized

13 b(1)

14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase in domestic offices of the bank
of its Edge & Agreement subsidiaries, 8. in IBFs
a Federal funds purchased
b Securities sold under agreements to repurchase

s A. Baker
and Syria

lir, and the
c1States
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14 a
14 b

•0Il

15

,on

16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases

,on

16
17

18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed arid outstanding
19 Subordinated notes and debentures

'out.
.on

'8
19

20 Other liabilities
21 Total habitues (sum of stems 13 through 20)
22 Limited - life preferred stock and related surplus

157
I 9.5 783
on=

2
'

2C-

22

EQUITY CAPITAL

WSJP-MTBLN

23 Perpetual preferred stock and related surplus (No of shares outstanding

111rint

24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized
b Outstanding

1L.K...11(111
14i1 _ono

23
A
24
25

25 Surplus (exclude all surplus related to preferred stock)
26 a Undivided profits and capital reserves

was the id to break the story. And
were the only radio stations in the
region to carry the CNN broadcasts
continuously.

26 a
26 b

b LESS Net unrealized loss on marketable equity securities
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustments
28 a Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27)

28 a

b. Losses deferred pursuant to 12 U S C 1823 (j)

28 b
28 c

c Total equity capital and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 1823 (j)(sum of items 28 a & 28 b)
29 Total liabilities, limited - life preferred stock, equity capital, and losses deferred pursuant to
12 U S C 1823 (j)(sum of items 21, 22. and 28c)

29

MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report Date

"Local coverage
was unparalleled."

MEMO

1 a Standby letters of credit Total
1 b Amount of Standby letters of credit in memo 1 a conveyed to others through participations

69

la

lb
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report
INVe, the undersigned officer(s), do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official instructions and is true
th 'best of
ur) knowledge and belief
and correct
SIGNATUR

THOR
c_7)TO SIGN REPORT

DATE SIGNED

January 15, 1991
NAME AND TI

STAY TUNED 24 HOURS A DAY,

E OF OFFICER(S) AU

ORIZ
- ED TO SIGN REPORT

AREA COOVPHONE NO

Joe Dick, President

502 753-1893

We. the undersigned directors attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that it has been examined by us and to the best of our
knowledge and belief and has been prepared in conformance with official instructions and is true and correct
iTURE OF DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE OF D ECTO
R
IRE
SIA,J9F 0

WSJP
WBLN

if-4-42
,
7u)

U30 AM

(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)

103.7 FM

State of
Kentucky
Swam to and subscnbed before misthis
15
and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this bank
My commission expires
June 23
19 92
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor

Reader appalled over concern
of sabotage from Iraqi nationals
Dear Editor,
I am absolutely appalled by most
of the views expressed by a letter
published in The Murray Ledger &
Tunes on Jan. 15, 1991.
I admit there is a danger of Iraqi
sabotage if war breaks out in the
EASL But „such sabotage
will be carried out by professional
disguised terrorists. Our Arab
ends and neighbors" the letter
. refers to would not
sh activity. In fact,
.Arat, students at Murray Slate CM:rs;t hike our county and do not
:h Saddam Hussein
.7aqi students in this
country are nere because they don't
war: to be :here Many of them
go back to Iraq as long
as Husse.rt rs..les the country.
It's also important to remember
Lh at thousands Of professional and
bsness people and scholars from
In: %Eddie East have lived in this
cuuntry la. years and .-: • A
SSA•A•

Dt:St

3uA-

r•-•

are, in fact, part of our nation.
If the writer or others are worried about sabotage, they should
contact the FBI at 1-800442-8050
and discuss their concerns. FBI
agents are professionals, they are
trained to deal with such problems.
If you are honestly concerned
about sabotage, the Hit-might -hare
things to tell you which would
make your feel better. But don't
take anger and frustration out on
max.ent bystanders who are. in
fat t. our friends and the enemies o!
Saddam Hussein.
pcopie with the letter Write•
character and Christian values
should promote good relations with
our Arab friends. not inadvertently
whip up hatred and hostility against
blameless people. Such hysteria in
World War 11 led to the internment
of Japanese-Americans in concenttation camps Today we all recognize that was uncalled for and
wrong. Let's learn from our mistakes and not repeat them.
Sincerely yours,
Joe Fuhrmann
1605 West Main
Murray. 1,:.% 4207

Reader: letter on Iraqi nationals
'dangerous piece of demagogery'
r.
-citard,ng an ass..
by Iraqi .natiunosa
'as a most
demagogery
_ .
which, couid threaten the well
being of naturalized American citizens and foreign students who are
productive, law-abiding cioiens of
Murray and west Kentucky
Tne

•

Ini; sort of war hysteria must te
,ordemned in the strongest
The writer owes a,.
•
'•!,_rray an apology for h.
to foster fear arid .needless
o_• • ,777',..77 f‘

r.c.gn'xirs
tie 4sa••,:c.s.r
display. not only bad grammar. hut
a disrespect for the 1311,l of R,ghts
ornsure that the writer,
a losa'vAmerican himself, realizes
one of :he aspects of "the Amen
4..* of :lie.. that our troops are
\Eddie East to defend
k,c'ep the debate about
,s on te
1:oreIgn
ars.: :rs to
ncrs ,ra
;nnuendos:s •
A s:

S!ncerely.
Ken Vto
.41)4
Kt 41'

Americans must make a stand rather
than to just pray for peace in Gulf
:)•:47

s

7_1 7,

a )0_7

:nd 3 VCItr....7.
.

:ne

Na:ona (•Iaar.
:he Pers.a7. (,_
have
.ery closely ;nrough i forms
I have beer. trying 10
••strid how all of these events
to the brink of
- `on,anate.y. I hase yet to
that would justify
force or tne loss of lives.
•a vcerar. of the U.S. mill•feel that much clos,_• American soldiers in
1 can still hear their

OS e 7

more than pray fs . _
take a stand for p1:1l; \/
,1
4

•

.1.es, and share w
:•if a uncertain 10of the soldiers serving ; tt Arabia are very young. just
•
with their youth
and bright futures before

•

t

••y i-orgy and Gene Goss- are

Vice president Quayle prevails
President Bush is said to have
his own viewpoint, but that on both
been so impressed by the way Vice
foreign and domestic issues, "the
President Dan Quayle has con
president's and my philosophy and
ducted himself that White House
ideology are very compatible. We
Chief of Staff John Sununu told me
sometimes have a difference in the
last week that Quayle would again
way we approach things, but on
he the president's choice as a run
crime,
national defense, Iraq, social
By Cal
rung mate in 1992. "The vice presi
issues, the crime and drug bills, we
Thomas
are in complete agreement."
dent has done a great job I'll het
all my money on Bush-Quayle in
The contributions of a vice presihis inability' to pin any ne, dent are, by nature, subtle, yet
92.- Sununu said
Quayle's hove been helpful to
.repor Led conf4dcact prob- ..‘10.411011.- on _Quayle, . columnist
ably stems iti large part from the Richard Cohen recently called him
Bush, to conservatives and to the
fact 1990 didn't go very well for a 160i- for his decision to conRepublican Party..
During the 1990 campaign,
those who thought they could make tinue playing golf at Burning Tree
Quayle endeared himself to many
a career out of bashing Quayle. COuntry Club. where women are
About the only original material not allowed as members. It may be
Republicans and built up large
they had to work with was the vice recalled that before, journalists
numbers of political IOU's. Quayle
president's purchase of an anatomi- became concerned . about race and
went to 45 states and raised S16
i rec issues. they often criticized
:ally correct doll 'during a Latin gender
million during more than 120 perPresident Eisenhower merely for
American trip.
sonal appearances. Quayle was the
A magazine published for the playing golf so often at Burning
first high-level administration offi,.‘pre.. purpose of bashing ihe %lie
cial to support term limitations for
'Ehrough all of this. Quayle has
pres:ds:rt was reduced to re,ycling
elected officials. Some credit him
old material Comedians were -refused to complain about unfair
with convincing Pete Wilson to
kirced to make up stories about treatment, nor has he responded in
endorse legislative term limits, a
Quayle because he gave them king to his critics. During an interstance in contrast to that of his
view a . few days ago, he told me
nothing new to work with
unsuccessful opponent in the CaliIn his two years in the vice pres- that just doing his job would he the
fornia governor's race, Dianne
idency. Quaytc has had to endure best response to those who do not
Feinstein.
far more than the boredom and think well of him.
Quayle's trip to Latin America
obscurity usually associated with
I asked Quayle how effective he
shortly after Iraq's invasion of
.the office. - He has had his. patnot- believes he has been in expressmg
Kuwait was seen by some to
isrn questioned, his and his wife's his ideas, particularly' when they.
demonstrate his lack of influence
religious fait triviali/cd and his run counter to others advising the
inside the administration. In fact.
miellect demeaned Ile L.- ',•••
president. Quayle told me he has
Quayle succeeded in persuading
.ed :nsu'•
numerous opportunities to present
the presidents tif Columbia. Peru

CAL'S
THOUGHTS Ill

.
,cenc
_
dfferen: kind of men with the grca
GitSife's Vf}- 7Ctrting -abrtrties to save
our state from the. corruption and
i.'reed that are overwhelming us.
Their time for greatness is now
.and so is (vs.
[Nana Turnbull
231 S Ashland As.
IA:ling:on. Kr. 4W1,.

•
\the Royko
on vacation. WhI he's away.
Ave're ,teprintrng sorne:.‘of his favorite coluMr,s This 'Column f •
'
A:
- to
."
—•
geezer.
ann.ased by the foolishness of
and takes joy
•,
said. "Put ir; ahothe
Hr C la7:1;):C. Mr.
quarter or get off the bus,"
a .C!iivago bus arid was
One of :he privileges of old age
p:eased to see the sign that said
is bein L:., stubborn. Mr. Naiditch
ser.,or cilliens could ride for 25 .stlid "OK. gi‘e rite back my quarolder people, he ter. an.:' I'll get off the bus."
t•arga.ns
•
The driver said: "I can't give
dropped
c.•aarter in the
'you the quarter. It's in the box."
7710VC•1 Si(ri 12, toward a
And Mr. Naiditch said: "Why
;n,ng on his cane.
should
I get off the bus if you
.'.:r. ths: hus dr.vc:r. sad. "I need
won't return my quarter? I want
s,,re.' sa.d Mr Nald.;•.n., and my' quarter or I want my ride."
The driver said: "Look, if you
• s,
ID show:ng his
don't get off the bus, I'm going to
call the police."
:7 "There's a
"So call the police," said Mr.
CTA you
Naiditch, walking to the rear of the
bus and sitting down.
: not have' the
A sensible man wouldn't have
because'he
argued with an 83-year-old man
aid was in Chiabout a quarter in the fitst place.
sons.
But bus drivers sometimes think
"The sign up
they' are captains of ships. So this
y thing about a
driver stood up and told everyone
-Jys you have
to get off and take the next bus.
I'm a senior
After pointlessly' inconveniencing
these people, he found the nearest
"You :iced a
phone and called the police.
Two squad cars pulled up, and
• ""Where does several
policemen boarded the bus.
'7.
Show me."
I •,c driver _said: -It's the rules.'.f• Na.ditch said: "Don't I. look
for you?"

GIRAFUuSSCfril

1101,11 CPS IV MC IJI UAW
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LOUISVILLE. Ky.-(AP)
•iere are Thursday's winning
..rnbers selected by the Ken..•.ICy Lottery Pick 3: 4-1-5.

floc'

-- Today In History

so II

•

••••

loday is Friday. Jan. 18, the 18th day of 1941. There are 347 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 18, 1912. English explorer Robert F. Scott and his expediuon
reached the South Pole, only to discover that Roald Amundsen had beaten
them to it. Scott and his party died during the return trip.
On this date:
In 1778. English navigator Captain James Cook discovered the
Hawaiian Islands, which he dubbed the "Sandwich Islands."
In 1782. lawyer and statesman Daniel Webster was born in Salisbury
N.H.
In 1788, the first English settlers arrived in Australia's Botany Bay to
establish a penal colony.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director John Boorman is 58. Singer ,
songwriter Bobby Goldsboro is 50. Comedian-singer-musician Brett Hudson is 38. Actor Kevin Costner is 36.
Thought for Today: "A lean sorrow is hardest to bear." — Sara Orne
Jewett, American author (1849-1909).

and Bolivia to cut off technical
assistance to Iraq. He also persuaded Venezuela's president to
increase oil production, the first
sign that friendly OPEC members
might make up the oil losses from
the Persian Gulf crisis.
On Capitol Hill, where Quayle
spent 12 years in the House and
Senate and is viewed as a member
of the club, the vice president has
been an effective representative of
administration policy.
.
In one of the less well-knOwn
remarks about the vice presidency',
John Adams once said of the criticism he received, "I am weary of
being the 'libelee general' of the
United States." Quayle might be
forgiven if he felt the same way.
but he doesn't.
Of the ridicule he has received,
Quayle told me, "You learn that
you must force yourself to dismiss
nonsikse. I have no recriminations.
But anyone who endures the type
of onslaught I've endured, it makes
you a better individual. I feel I'm
tougher inside and can do a better
Job."
So do I. The National Guard
issue is dead and no one has come
up with another indictment of any
significance. Dan Quayle has done
more than survive. He has prevailed. For that he deserves, if not a
medal, then 'a break.

The 83-year-old desperado

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Forgy, Goss now on Kentucky scene
narrs Lincoln, a different
••' man, emerged on the
scene at a time when the
• ..an government was torn by
strife. economic problems
a omplete lack of unity. He
-haLk our country. strong
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The first one had his billy club out.
Mr. Naiditch, sitting alone in the
back Of the bus, smiled at the
policeman and said: "I'm the
desperado."
Mr. Naiditch and the driver told
their stories to the policemen.
"Arid that's what you called us
for?" one of the cops said to the
driver, looking disgusted.
The driver, filled with a sense of
power, said: "Either he pays
another quarter or he has to get off
the bus. It's the rules."
"I'll get off the bus if he gives
me my quarter back," said Mr.
Naiditch..
"I told you, it's in the box" said
the driver.
The policemen put their heads
together, then one of them reached
into his pocket and said to Mr. Naiditch: "I'll give you a quarter."
Mr. Naiditch, his sense of logic
now in high gear, shook his head
and said: "That's not fair. Why
should you give me your quarter?
The bus has to give me my
quarter."
The policemen held another
huddle. And it would be nice if I
could report that they then, hit the
bus driver on the head and arrested
him for public stupidity.
But they did the next best thing.
They asked Mr. Naiditch where he
was going."
"I'm going downtown to have
lunch with some old friends," he

said.
"C'mon," the policemen said..
"We'll get your ID card.'"
So Mr. Naiditch got to ride in a
squad car all the way to the Merchandise Mart, where the CIA has
its offices. And one of the police'
men accompanied him right to the
counter where they issue the ID
cards to senior citizens.
However, they wouldn't give
him an ID card.
"You need a picture of yourself
for the card," a bureaucrat said.
"What about his quarter'!" the
cop Said.
The bureaucrat conferred with
his superior and the decision was
made to refund Mr. Naiditch's
quarter.
"Thank you," said Mr. Naiditch.
When Mr. Naiditch got downstairs, the policeman asked where he
was going..
"To see my old friends," said
Mr. Naiditch.
"How you going to get there?"
"On the bus. And all I'm going
to pay is a quarter."
"Good luck," said the policeman.
jumping in his squad car and driving quickly away.
"Mr. Naiditch got on- a •bus,
dropped a quarter in the box and
said: "I'm a senior citizen."
The driver looked at Mr. Naiditch and nodded. He didn't know'
how lucky he was to be a sensible
man.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
John Reed Quertermous M.D.
"A Guide to the Future" has
ill join John C. Quertermous been prepared by Calloway County
M.D. and Russell E. Howard M.D. Extension Service with help from
for internal medicine practice at Calloway County Agricultural
Internal Medicine Associates on Extension Council and County.
Jan. 19.
'Agent's staff.
Dove Anna McNabb, native of
The. newly expanded Corvette
Murray, was named to State CounBowling Lanes, Inc., will have
cil on Higher Education and Doropen house Jan. 21 and 22, accordothy Nanny of Murray was named
ing to Clarence Rohwedder,
to Council for Social Services by
manager.
Kentucky Governor John Y. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Nance were
Jr.
married for 50 years on Dec. 28,
Kelly DeWitt was named as
Murray State College Thorough"Miss Rainbow of 1980" by Murbreds beat East Tennessee 92 to 64
ray Assembly No. 19 Order of the
in a basketball game. High team
Rainbow for Girls.
scorers were Mike O'Riordan for
Dew Anna Brumley, daughter of
Murray and Chilton for East
-Mr, and Mrs. Ronald Crouch, is a
Tennessee.
first grade teacher with Los
Forty years ago
Angeles Unified School District at
Lower electric rates for all conLos Angeles, Calif.
sumers of Murray Electric System
Twenty years ago
will go into effect on bills rendered
A sales scheme that saddles parafter Feb: 15.
ticipants with over-priced merchanEdgar Leon Rowland Jr., son of
again
dise -- tht chain referral
Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Rowland, has
is being revived, the Murray Chamvolunteered for service with the
her of Commerce warned today:U.S. Navy,
Dr. C.S. Lowry, retired professor
James L. Smith, son of Mr. and
Murray State University, talked
Mrs. Robert Smith, and Joe Pat
about "Bosoms. Bottoms and
Anderson. son of Mr. and Mrs
Beards" at a meeting of Murray firville Anderson, arc now serving
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
ilh the U.S. Army at Camp
Club House.
Breckenridge.
Mr. and Mrs Harlan Hodges
Murray State College,Thoroughhave returned from a month's tour
breds got their 13th win of the
of England and Scotland.
basketball season by defeating TenMaude Nance talked about
nessee Tech at Cookeville, Tenn„
"Antiques" at a meeting of Garden
68 to 56. High team scorers Were
Department of Murray Woman's
Garrett Beshear for Murray and
Club. .
Kelly for Tennessee Tech.
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Volunteers with two years or service, from left to right - Crystal Stallons,
Katie Outland, and Frances Ross. Not pictured - Robert Aiken and J.W.
Cathey.

Three year service awards were presented to/A.111e Woods,Ray Waggoner
and Frances Waggoner,(left to right p. Not pictured - Ann Brown, Andy
Rickman, Katie Carpenter.

Volunteers with four years of service, from left to right - Eva Hopkins,
Isabell Hopkins, Robert Hopkins and Alex Paluch. Not pictured - Cathy
Northrop,' Karen Olson, Alberta Korb and Pat Crawford.

BSA Scouting Museum honors volunteers for service

well-knOwn
presidency,
if the criticweary of
Tar of the
might be
same way.

The National Scouting Museum
recently honored its volunteers at an

annual appreciation banquet held in
their honor. Forty-three members of

the Murray community contributed
2,439 hours of service to the museum

)ctween June

Special honors were awarded to
Pau! [laugher. Marion Brown, Miitael Da.e, Susanne Doyle, Martha
Ent x. Edwina Garrison, Robert Garrison and 1 orn Northrop for contribut- fiw consecutive years of service
the n-.t...cum. Five members of the
.,;:untecr group. Robert Aiken,
Isabell Hopkins Frances Ross, Ray
Waggoner and /et tic Woods, contrib.,:ud over 104.) hours each to the
.7' 'V': vol...r.teers received cat appretion and service

received,
learn that
to dismiss
riminations.
es the type
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Volunteers with five years ofserv ice were awarded with special recognition
and gifts. Pictured from left to right are Robert Garrison, Linda Horner,
the museum's curator of interpretation, Martha Enix and Susanne Doyle.
Not pictured - Paul Baugher, Marion Brown, Michael Dale, Edwina
Garrison and Tom Northrop.

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
You may want to spend 1444‘ 4111t. extra
time njow v.'itti a career' project
Intuition seems to ge.4
(III
the
answers you require I cuard against
self-inchilgence o might
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to Miry21iitit
You may be making plans for
without much prig )r notice gc Hid
advlce lanes from a friend now lie
Sill,' to get moor.- thaf14•11.• eSt Itrialo•
luitisehold rej•airs
GEMINI
(Ma 21i, JUIte
Keep plans from being 4 41. ,•r
expansive, arid you'll make lin lgr. 55
on this day when both Iii 0(1(4
career interests are highlighted Stay
on top 411 114114IIS
CANCER
Limit. 21 114.1'11', „".2
'11111111 1S may make plans now to go
away scunw
ehe
er spet ial together
This is a day v. hen y our relationship
reaches new levels of understanding
oolieration is assured
LE()
(July 24 to Aug 2'2)
(;mud against ,Abosing credit amt
avoid a patronizing attitude with
others. Apply ycauself to job Interests
now and you'll make ;doable prog
ress. Imentivettess iiOil AS
VIRGO
(Aug. 21 to •4,1it 221
Tie a string around your finger and
don't hirge1 to fulfill a promise made
to am it her You'll think of something
new to do with the children today
Romance is a phis
LIBRA
(Sept. 21 to ict 22
ZA5
Friends 1 ould be a thstracting
influence now. However, if you make
a point of concentrating • on what
needs to be done, you sip Add have no
trouble meeting your goals
SCORPIO
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov. 21
Business interests require a sobc.r.
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Volunteers recognized for one year of service to the National Scouting Museum:(front row,left to right \Form:
Nell Staudacher, Marjory Sanders, Inez Shinstine, Christine Urtort, Carolyn liargro‘e, and Mod inu Jutland
...tics. Not
(Back row, left to right)• Rod Sanders, Jeremy Whitmore, Don Union, Charles Ilargrime, and
pictured - Nancy Haverstock,Carol Bonds,Lisa Smith,Carolyn Jackson,Cyndy Hunt.(;rct( hcri
Roberts and Mary Moyer.

and praclical approach now. You'll
enjoy something new in the way of
entertainment today. The evening
should be rt'mantic
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 22 td Liec. 21)
Having company over right now
will certainly keep you from digging
right in with those ne,w plans you
have in mind regarding home decor
and other domestic improvements.
CAPRICORN
!fiec 22 to.lart 19)
is an excellent time for getting
your ideas across to others. You're
inspired now trul will have succes,s.
with creative pursuits. Be practical in
business.
AQUARIUS
(Ian 2(1 to Feb Is)
A friend could make exaggerated
promises n(4w. You'll find something
unusual when shopping at present.
The major accent today is on domestic interests and family matters
PISCES
(Fel. 19 to Mar 20)
•11•1•
There's art inclination to let things
slide ..on _the job. today. You may
attend an unusual group meeting
now -New - friends will be entering
your life
-11(
"11111AY are naturally
drawn to pc ilitics and government
service. You're reform minded and
co interned about the general welfare
A horn leader. you Can aLso succeed
in business for yourself. Though you
stand On your own two feet, you're
also cooperative by nature. You're
idealistic. and may have a poetic or
mystical side to your nature. Birthdate of: .lanis.lotilin, rock star; Edgar
Allan Poe, writer. and Paul rezanne.
painter

A

This

Over 40 million annual benefit
statements are going out in January to
Social Security beneficiaries, Bettye
W. Williams, Social Security manager in Paducah, 'said today. The
Social Security Benefit Statements
(Form SSA-1099i show the exact
anount of benefits-pa-Id to each person
in the past year and the amount of benefits repaid •in the past year.
The primary users of the statements
are beneficiaries who pay Federal

Dotson to teach
two art courses
at Murray State

'Itx1 Dotson, art instructor at Carter
Elementary School in Murray, will
teach two art couses in February
through the Center for Continuing
Education/Academic Outreach at
Murray State University. _
"Basic An Forms for Children 814" will feature basics in drawing,
painting, print making and 3-D
sculpting and will be held from 10:30
a.m. to noon on Saturdays, Feb. 2, 9,
16 and 23.
"Art for the Non-Artist" will emphasize still life drawing with colored
pencils, paper embossing and print
making and will be held from 1-2:30
p.m. on Saturdays, Feb. 2, 9, If and
23.
Both courses will be held on the
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.) Murray State campus. A $40 fee is
Forecast for Today or the Future required for each course. Supplies
I 900 226 0360
will be extra. For more information,
SI a minute
call 762-2187 or 800-669-7654 outside Calloway County.

corrie tax on their Social Securi.y
benefits. 1 he statements slmald
kept by beneficiaries who may !leo:
proof of their benefit level.
About 10 percent of people w no get
Social Set...,:rit h.,!ve to
, ri
their
ies who have substantial, inownt.:
additional to thelr
,

TUCK'S 'FM=
BUILDING SUPPLIES

I Jr., son of
Avland, has
c with the

1/2 CD

$6"

5/8 CD

$889

14 CD

0"
:525

7/16 Chipboard

ver

Starting at $299 sq. yd.

1/2" CPVC-10'

$2/ea.

New Shipment

$zro s up

Vanities
Whirlpools

•-Thoroughwin of the
fcating TenTcnn.,
corers were
‘lurray and
rec h.

Reg 139'"'
White Commode

$59900 & up
00
SALE $35

DOORS

The

museum will

$3900

SALE

s85oo

Located on Hwy. 45E • One Mile South of Downtown • Martin, TN • Phone: 901-587-3000
Hrs. Mom-Fri. 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-3:00; Now Accepting Visa/Mastercard & American Express

4/4

•

•••••

the

I ilterna+. P

IRS
For more
.1:lori of Sot..1,1
IRS ',o1; -free
554.

.

ak
IS fichefit, for

G.

Specials Good
Through
January 31

PRAIRIE FARM 2% MILK
PEPSI,12DR.PEPPER,
7
•
UP
Oz 12 Pack Cans
"COUNTRY FRESH"

Gallon

89

,644

SAVE
70C

SUPERAMERICA
MOTOR
OIL
Ouart.10W-30. 10W-40

99
SAVE
40C

BEST COFFEE IN TOWN

90

s
4.

I

'16 Oz.
Cup

YOURS CIGARETTES SUBMARINE
Carton • Kings
Carton 100's
SANDWICH
1•4

.‘4•‘\-4- 129
oM% bogs 11 mg Is, 1 0 rog broom' 100 s 11
!l mg worn Woo lapis (14 vb. 0
Ytg weirs
pr awing by '1C blythed

SAVE
50C

S
•I

‘#‘00
New Shipment-Wood Swinging $3,
& up
Patio Door

Reg '89'
Metal Door Units

P.,blication 915,
: .ix I... ir:-..at.or. or-. Sociai
For
soc.. Security informa-,or
eitner true Paducah Social
located at 546 Lone
1)a, Ro,.telephone 443-7506;or the
'slay !.elt.: Sicual Seurity office lo..ateci on I S 11.gl'Asay 45 North,
2.4'-,-,(d95 Social Security
i,ow has a nationai
number', ostio -;4.5772

/WA

..C10%

Interior Lauan
Door Units

;

SAVE 50C

PANELING
ec ons
*vet
Starting at $25°
FLOOR COVERING
ect ons o fly oor • ver ng

BATH/PLUMBING SUPPLIES

of Mr. and
nd Joe Pat
. and Mrs.
low serving
at Camp

61 -11

MEP
SUPERAMERICA

t

"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN
Prices good thru 1-31-91
901-587-3000
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.
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801 Cold pates Rd,
Murray, KY

Credit Cards May Be Used
For All Purchases
Excluding Lottery

-*

WE ACCEPT
THESE
1234 567 890 10123
CREDIT CARDS
e

We Reserve T^e Right
To Law (Law',es

1 SA
S.

SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL. INC
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MURRAY TODAY
Coming community events are listed
Friday, Jan. IS
served from 7 to
,-ay Country Club
will be played at 8 p.m.
M,irras \loose Lodge.
\ ani Al-Anon will meet at 8
Kesil Center, South
.1L I
•'ii Extended. Mayfield.

•

-tr-er,- out Center at 205
.rtb St w!H he open from
For Intormatiori call

• Hr.: I riled Methodist
ineiude Directory Pic'r from 2 to 8 p.m.;
•; Si.. Trip at 5 p.m.:
,[!;: Out from 5.30 to 11

Dona:i Keyes, curator of
of Art in Athens.
;0 p.m at Wrather
kc•
Museum. This is
to the public
arrk Flack

THEA TRE S

Friday, Jan. 18
Icy. curator of "Sticks" exhibition
will he at 7:30 p.m. in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, fourth floor, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. A reception wkIt follow.
Admission is free

Members of 1951 Class o! \la\
field High School lklj
;it
ti p n
a class reunion at
• Mayfleld City' Hall

Saturday, Jan. 19
Calloway County WOodmen of
World Youth Group, ages 8 to -15,
will meet at 10 a.m. at WOW
Youth Camp for a movie and pizza
party For information call
489-2577
Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO will have
A potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
Vkaks Center
Singles Organizational Society
will have a "Winter WI6nderlandDance from 7 to 10 p.m. at Curris
Center ballroom, Murray State Urns-el-stir Note change in.piate-For
information call Pamela, 753-7638.
Jeanne. 753-0224, Mary.
1-52"-0115. or Margaret,
:74' :249
AA and Al-Anon will meet at x
p m at American Legion Building
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge
Cheerleading 'Clinic, sponsored
by Murray Family YMCA, will be
at 10 a m in Carr Health Building.
M.rro State University For infor-,• ,‘•-•call 759-9622

Home Alone

Edward
Scissorhands

r',..r,,hase Area Boat Show. sponmired by Jeanette Storey, will be
.rom 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission
be S2 50 for adults and free for
,:ti1dren under 12.

Kindergarten

A play-off concert will be at :
;:. 7...n Farrell Recital Hall of Dos
hrle arts Center. Murray Sta.:
University. Admission is free.

Cop ".='G-'3
Bargain atinees
Sat & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3. Child $2.50

Murray State Racers Will play
Tennessee State at 3 p.m. and Lady
Racers will play Tennessee State at
5:15 p.m. in Racer Arena.

MSU Night is
Thursday Night!
,
t
• Rent )our mots...oat tht mot
nut • 753-3311 :
:
• IOW Che.t
Open Mom to 111:pm
•

Knights of Columbus Basketball
Clinic will be from 12 noon to 3
p m. at Murray High School.
Family Night eYer.:

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
.-

pAryrsj

OFF/gal.

Majors-Turner vows said at church

Saturday, Jan. 19
p.m at Parish Center ot N:
Catholic Church

Purchase Area Boat Show, sponsored by Jeanette Storey:: will be
from 3 to 9 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission is S2 50 for
adults and free for children under
12'

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkett!, editor

Paducah Parents Without Par
ners will have ii dance at X p ru.t•
Riding Chi- Burithng 4ith atial Monroe Streets. l'aduab 1•
443 24 1-1
information cat
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,tve •..1611011‘,
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Sunda. .Ian.
German She; tie: Dog
West Kentuck N!H mci!
•
at (flendhenmerc•
information La , 4;r, .2xs
1-247-831;

A
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01.gar,ls:
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therm law
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,
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Four Risers Music
meet at 2 p rut
Annex o1
.4.;* County f),,b!ic
/i.)"9
,rtHrr:•atkir.

,
\I
i•o.

AA an..., A.-Anon.
,I,
kiosed rnectin'::.s
can Legion
and Maple Street, F r':torm;it
- ;1
call 759-405(4 or '
r,r,ot.:
- ,1--rttCre-1:at 7:30 p.m. a; St. Jonn.s
Church. For .ntormat.ic
7c141086 or
Purchase
'ored by fez ,Hs•
,from 10 am to 6
Kentucky Lisc,:o,k ti..
Exposition Cenicr \it: .
he S2 50 for a.1..
children under

'A as Of whit,:

•
I

was maiJ ot
Preston N A

• were Maquel Dun' AshIc.., Shropshire,
Ati%.' a white tu\edo
,
currimerh.und and
was a white
.
blue trim
se's ed as hest
Kes-in

6 tsp.•*4
4
6
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Mr. and Mrs. Russell Allen Turner
w is decorated with royal blue
•i.ses and green trim. Cryt1A?
.npointments were used.
Marla Thomas,

,•01; were hostesses for the
reception
!he new Mr. and Mrs Furncr
Are residing in Murray.

Christian Women'srlub has luncheon

Penny Homemakers
meet at Farless
and TaylOr homes
Members and gues:s (it Penny
Homemaker, (• •
meetiros
Deccner
rug. A turkey
ii .15 •
,
The group ws•
Johnson wh,
in time hekaus,
liorna Glenn. guest. ;
:essori on "Proper Nutr
cassci were how 1,
when eating in a
,mportance
irig k:rk.gri
ne.tine a CAne

:he
Games were p.a:“.kf
-Lner nristrriases we:.
the group sat arth.did the firepiack
A gttest was Helen Webb who
,
joined the club (art'
:IN the gro...p
.1 ;Lruip

Suzanne Ilufnagle, center, top
photo, of Germantown, Tenn.,
spoke at "Down Home Beginnings" luncheon of Murray
Christian Women's Club held
Tuesday at Seven Seas. She is
talking with Jill Courtney, left,
MCWC chairman, and Rebecca
Hoffman of Benton. In bottom
picture is Peggy Smith who presented a special feature on
"Quilting," using many different
patterns for quilting. Also
numerous quilts were on display.
Stephanie Roberts was soloist.
About 80 persons were present.
The next luncheon on the theme
of "Paper Doll" will be Tuesday,
Feb. 19, at 12 noon at Seven Seas.
These are open to the public and
for reservations call Freda
Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn
Pritchard, 753-9930.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

Wall Coverings .Blinds .Bigelow Carpet
Ma,:• •

Aird

759-4979

30.6 E Main St.

am -JO
Doily

P

. 12til & Sycamore

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
41!TH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

L•ke ariJ !sc
...a.
Huh meets
',!,,ndav of the rrpr.ts.-..
interested persons may .
Penny club member or .. t,.
F..,..er,;on Office. 753-145'

Saddam Hussein
named by group•
,:•, ..nr)
(

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
P.,./1 Party Room Avcdolole

•

•

3E4.1
-eAd e,:
makcs •
who for good or o.it was tric
s.gnificant religious figure
world scene in 1990.- ('
entury said

Dixieland Shopping center On Chestnut

FINAL CLEARANCE
SALE,
OFF
no/
7‘. 0PLUS $1

All Fall & Winter Merchandise
LAU merchandise from Paris has been moved to Murray for
this sale.)
—Sale Starts Friday 10 a.in.—
No Exchanges
AB sales
or Layaways
Final

LAST CHANCE
1991 Sergers at
1990 Prices
Model 784
Sug. Retail $849
Our Price

$499
a

Sewing Machine Co

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16) Reldland. Ky.
898-7301 or 1-800-599-U8E111

FM

Cheancy, Foster named

DATEBOOK

=es

rch

Senior Alaskan tour planned

Seth Andrew Jennings born
Mr. and Mrs. Shane Jennings are the parents of a son, Seth Andrew,
weighing six pounds 14 ounces, measuring 203/4 inches, born on Wednesday. Dec. 26, at 4:32 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
jnother is the former Crista Burgess. Grandparents are Charles and Bonita
Jennings, Murray, and Steve and Shirley Burgess, Kirksey. Greatgrandparents are Willie and Artie Jennings and Charles and Agatha So gall. fiardwell, Paul and Peggy Morgan and Sylvia Burgess Fifer, Paducah, and Hubert and Clara BaizeII, Coldwater.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore has a seven-day Alaskan cruise/tour planned for May 21. Holland America Westour's ship. "The Noordam,- will be cruising "The
Inside Passage." Ports to be visited include Ketchikan, Alaska's "first
city" known for salmon fishing and the world's largest collection of;totem
poles; Juneau, Alaska's Capital, Mendhall Glacier, Glacier Bay National
Park, Sitka. hoard an excursion boat for the maze of offshore islands to
learn the importance of this area to the local Indians. Price will depend on
category of cabin selected. For names and deposits paid by Jan. .11, a
deduction of S200 per person will he made. Alaska cruises fill up very
quickly and advanced planning is necessary.' For complete itinerary, call
Mrs. Moore at 753-X274.

Kela Conley Fuqua is named
Kela Conley Fuqua, daughter of t!zlr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Conley of Murray, was named to the Dean's List for fall semester at Pensacola Christian
College, Pensacola, Fla. This was a result of earning a B average or higher, according to Jerry F. Goddard, vice president for Academic Affairs

Rape workshop scheduled Rape Victim Services will offe,r its annual 40-hour workshop to person\
interested in helping victims of sexual assault starting Thursday. Jan. I.
Ten plenary sessions will he conducted by RVS staff and area experts in
the field of law enforcement, mental health, medicine and the legal profession. The sessions will meet from 6 to 10 p.m. on Thursday nights
beginning Jan. 31 at First Christian Church, Paducah. There will he a SIO
fee to cover the cost of materials. Volunteers provide crisis counseling,
medical/legal advocacy and community education presentations. To register call Rape Victim Services at 1-442-727.1 or 1-442-5702.
School lunch menus sponsored by

s

1 i:rmn

en

Fast, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - donut: Tuesday '
csausage and biscuit, Wednesday - egg and cheese on English : muffin;
Thursday - cinnamon roll: Friday
- breakfast pizza. Milk, juice, cereal and toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - fish nuggets, hamhurrger: Tuesday - Mexican pizza.
.turkey club sandwich'. Wednesday
- chili and crackers, deli ham sandwich. Thursday - barbecue chick en.- mini two-ler burgers: Friday 'taco salad, pigna-a blanket. Peanut
'butter/Jelly , sandwich. grilled
cheese. fruits, vegetables, fries.
desserts, milk and fruit drink are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - cinnamon toast and
-oatmeal; Tuesday - ham and
cheese hiscuit: Wednesday nrcaklast pizza: Thursday - Honeyhurn Friday - sausage and his tun. Cereals. fruits. milk- and varie,
ty. of Juices are ayailable dady.
- Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, hamburger: Tuesday - pizza, Philly
heel and Swiss sandwich; Wednesday - chili and cheese topped potato, deli turkey sandwich; Thursday
- chicken noodle soup w/pimento
cheese sandwich, Chicken noodle
• soup w/hot dog;'Friday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce. chicken pattie sandwich. Salad bar, fruits, vegetables.
tries. milk . and fruit drinks are
available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes w/link sausage; Tuesday - English muffin wham, and cheese; Wednesday sausage and biscuit; Thursday scrambled eggs, hashbrown, toast;
Friday - steak on biscuit. Breakfast
bar, cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - fish nuggets, chili w/
pimento cheese sandwich; Tuesday
- lasagna, fish sandwich; Wednesday - chicken fried steak. submar-- - -

Singles' dance at Curris Center
Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a \¼ inter Wonderland
Dance on Saturday, Jan. 19, from 7 to 10 p in. at Curris Center Ballroom
at Murray State University. Mu,;ic will he a DJ and admission will he S1
per person. All singles are invited arid encouraged to attend For informa0224. Mary. I 527 1)1 l. or Mar
tion tall Pamela, 751-708. Jearlrik!.
2arei. I 247 22-19

4

•MURRAITII1
. &hunts will-not be •11-"-sess1im
Monday. Jan 21, because 01
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es1GNS
HAIR
Announces their
newest member

Jeanette Shaw
Jeanette .specializes_ in complete nail care nail sculpturing, nail tips, nail art, overlays,
*wraps and pedicures.

Oncology Nursing group to meet
•

-Call for an appointment
Open: Monday- .Saturday
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

753,MANE

;, ir
Next to Century 21

305 N. 12th

Murray

WKAS announces prorarn
Kant

liCAl

A

`Isis fled
ks ;\i liedScr-\ :Lc, Lea
P 11',1L' .1%-a on Jan 16 1 he Fmergeticy Heating Pr,
for :
',day. Jan 17. Sa M In order to he
household nn.s:
Program:, a low
of ens kind 1 tie loLl. \kKAS oll:LL.:n the WL•ak.(
Monday, Etri 21. in observance of Mann', Ind'
office -A tb Knit( rin.vden- as soi.i a ,eork.,:r oncr
.y
\In. hay

FAMILY YMCA
V CHEERLEADING CLINIC

1

Saturday, January 19
10 a.m.-Noon
MSU - Carr Health Building

Volunteers plan seminar
Improy einem', Vol in.
0:1
Lihrary How.ird JeAe.
N ;re7\
A
Lra
4 L.!
prucsmutal
I or :norL: ;:iforiria;Ion

naye a se.inn
22. at 7
oriduc:

H ark

MSU CI IEEIZI,EADERS
(

on 1
n.„„

will he the instructors

•

•Girls will perform
at half-time of
MSU -TN State
Basketball game

Girls Scouts selling cookies
Kentgektima Girl Scouts wail —he knocking on doors. today. Jan
through Feh 1. as 1991 Coiikic- Sale order-taking gets underway. Cook
!- ovcrs may select from •seven varieties -inclutfin-g- two new cookies
Chalet Cremes and Trail Mix cookies. The cost of the cookies willne
S2.50 per Box. Deliveries and booth sales will he March X through March
24. Profits from the annual sale are used to fund troop programs. camp
properties development. scouterships for deserving GiYi Scouts and special projects..
-

*FREE
T-Shirt

For more Information & registration.
call:

759-YMCA

k)

•fe,

Mayfield 1951 Class will meet
Members of the 1951 Class of Mayfield High School will meet Sunday-.
Jan. 20, at 1:30 p.m. at Mayfield 'city Hall to plan the class reunion.
Information may. he obtained by calling Charles Johnson, 1-247-7339.

Retirees plan potluck luncheon
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a potluck luncheon on Saturday. Jan. 19, at 12 noon at
George Weaks Community Center at South Seventh and Poplar Streets,
Murray. All retirees and their spouses are invited to attend, according to
Violet Johnson; group spokesperson.'

Red Cross will help with group
Peggy' Billington, executive secretary of Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, said persons interested in forming a,support group
for families with family members in the Middle East War may contact her
at the office in the Weaks Center at 753-1421. She said she would he glad
to 'work with the group in helping in the organization.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Wefitern Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include Uldine Evans, Ann Page_ and John Trenholm, all of Murray.

LARGEST SELECTION EVER OF
FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES REDUCED

Mi

tin.,niT,,
\ P.---, ar
YY, ,
Sr 002
11,77a;.
NAHIP." 2. his X1

nay e ben
I: fir

Purenase Area Fytension Ilimientakers will sponsor an Alzheimer
Seminar on Ihursday. Jan 24, :rim] 9 am, to 12 noon at St Paid 1.in
ran Church. 2:ct Street and Keritueky As etnle, Paducah The seminar
be to help educate the public alnut flits disease.' Speakers 'A ill he
Helm. Davida French and Cindy Ragsdale There will he an opp, he- questions from the audience at the end of the seminar. Light 7
'HeI1'N will he served at breaks during the seminar. The seminar is •
.ne..n to Me public and no pre-registration is required. In case of ine
,cather the priqtram will he p)stponed until Feb. 5. For adWdoria
call the local County L vie nsion Office, 753-1452.or 753- i456

Elementary breakfast
Tuesday - pancake,: Wednesday - scrambled egg; and toast
F ii Thursday - cinnamon
day - donut. Juice or In.
are served each day.
Robertson
Tuesday - pizia
sandwich. ednesda
and rolls. corn do',h Thursday
hamburger, chIcken lried steak.
ctH and %andi
Friday butter sandwie- n. Choice of !ruil,.
vegetables and milk are aYadalne
Carter
Tuesday - pizza, grilled cheese
sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti.
Chicken pattie sandwich: Thursday
- baked potato and chili and
cheese, turkey sandwich; Friday
hot dog. peanut butter sands'.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
- Tuesday - pancakes; Wecines—
day - bacon and toast; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - Honey Bun. Cereal, milk, fruit juice or
fruit are available daily.
Murray Middle
Tuesday - Gyros, wiener winks:
Wednesday - honey glazed ham.
chicken sandwich; Thursday baked potato and meat, corn dog:
Friday - ham salad Croissant, club
sandwich. French fries, pizza,
choice of fruits and vegetables.
milk and fruit drinks are available
daily.- Murray High
Tuesday - breakfast for lunch,
ham or sausage; Wednesday - crispy fried chicken, Chuckwagon;
Thursday - chicken fried steak,
barbecue sandwich; Friday - corn
dog, grilled cheese and soup. Pizza.
hamburgers, French fries, baked
potatoes, nachos. soft bread pretzels, choice of fruits and vegetables, milk and fruit drinks are
available daily.

I) •
aHoA,Jc (

Alzheimer seminar scheduled

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

0

I)
\li,rra%

Senior Adult Fellowship of First Bar tist CI ,t '
tflt•e: Monday,
Jan 2]. at 12 union in the Fellowship Hall 01
..111
prny
hy Scott Cordell!,
and Marie .1.0.1or•
A rollak
w he serN cd Nu on and all senior intuit; are inY nee!
.„ .„
to Dr .11u l ti ,Nolfsinger. presider:

VISIT MURRAY'S PIER 1 IMPORTS ANNUAL

ploare"

Hospital report released

111e,:; Mi$i),1,1,

1118 South 12th Street
71:1-1/1815
Sizes In
thrit If
111sss. 6111 NlurraN. k.

Groups Of
Pillows
'Large
BAP, Basliets
Rag
Cushions,
Glassware
and
and
Pricel
112

Willis Cheaney, left, and Michael Foster, right, have been named as
Outstanding Youths at St. John Missionary- Baptist Church. Cheaney,
son of the Rev. and Mrs. 1i.E. Cheaney, and Foster, son of Ms.-Ann
Foster, are seniors at Murray High School and are on varsity basketball, football and track teams.

Senior fellows/up to be Monday

ine sandwich, Thursday - roast
beef w/gravy, chicken noodle soup
w/grilled cheese sandwich: Friday
- Mexican enchilada. Reuben sandwich. Salad bar. hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza. fruits. eget
allies, deli sandwiches. milk and
fruit drinks are available daily

sl.:nus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Jan. 21 to
25 have been released by Joanna
Adam, and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for Calloway
Count.y. and Murray City Schools
respectively. The- menus, subject to
occasional change. are as follows:
C ‘1.1.0%1 AY-(•t NT

nter, top
n, Tenn.,
)e BeginMurray
'Iub held
s. She is
tney, left,
I Rebecca
n bottom
who preature on
different
rig. Also
,n display.
is soloist.
e present.
the theme
Tuesday,
even Seas.
mblic and
II Freda
Marilyn

A Family Night event, Mexican style, hy Parish of St. Leo Catholic
Church will he Saturday, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. in the Parish Center. Home_madynsegthhell Litc.0S. eefaIld chgreaTillmg,. fl(3: iilld,tir1;110,Will, be pro
vided. Members are asked to bring guacomole, refried heans, corn chips
and pie. Following the meal there will he habysitters and movies to enter
tam the children between 8 and 10 p.m., while the adults move to Gleason Hall for muswic and socializing. For more information call Donna Harris.
-116-4502, or Debbie D'Angelo. "Icot 954.s

oung-at-Illeart.

Children's
Fashions

ler

Catholics plan family events

ctheart. Inc.

ent,teek_
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Metal

1/2 PRICE!

Pier I imports

Wood
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1/2 price

te Wieker
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‘ssenal• Stnre•

UNIVERSITY PLAZA ..ON CHESTNUT ST.

/
1
2Price
!
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•
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;,•.11 •
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THE GREAT
GREAT.PERM
SALE CONTINUES
20% oft perms and ,eiarets
•-laacut and style included
_dog hair and desegn enaG,
trida.onar charje Sage
40`,, or, assrled ha •
t
• ,1 .cts and al
Sale OriCeirefectivelffRiSugh
Saturday, January 26th
NEXUS

Many One.
Of.A_Kind
Pieces of
Wicker &
_ Rattail
/
1
2
—Price
!

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

tv,
S
!
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•vitewas
n
,
iriliture
"

r/2 Pricer

c 1990, JCP•nnay Company. Inc
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Devotional Page

•
See Local
Church

This peg* is mode possible by those fines who encourage

Announcements

all of vs to ettsweal worship servicirs.

•
4

On Opposite

Church Directory
g.
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MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Voids
Precision Machining and Welding

RUTHIE'S
/*Gulf NIVERSITY GULF
pen 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
753-5782
Murray
Five Points

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

CHARLIE'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Cornmuntcate Before You Aledocate - Ask CHARLIE
733.4 1 73

Charlie *glom. 1411601111114.4 kit

Gisogioige As Wignagell !Across from Lodger I Times!

JCPenney
Chestnut

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
sabbian School
Sat 9 15• m
Norarup
II 11 OD• in

BAPTIST

Murray, Ky. 42071

506 Industrial Road

SA _

ADVSMITISTS

Hills Shopping Cit - 759- 1 400

14/...Kit. RI% IR
M..rning Nonkrup
II 44• m
.•rong Moreton
I cm p m
CHERR1 tvipthplo

'53-1489 • 1105 Pogue ;Just behind Toyota of klurriry,

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Cortifi•41
TMOChipr
•Custom °roars

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

& 6:30 .m. to 10

•St/patina

Is

1

I.Aurr•y

ii

WALTIMART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753 5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
(11.0%.- Road

733-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

11ARTHA'S

RESTAURANT
sd, 5 A M v P M
Sr:
1•4

Col 1

AM 9PM

, IfEST•41
STREET
GE NE RAL
Sunda* School
IV MD a in
ti OP • m
Morning Murstup
COLDS ATER
11 OD• m
&lomat( Northrop
11 61 p m
Evening Services
t•ou IN ATER BAPTIST
(141 RCH
Sunda, School
9 46 • In
11 OD •m
Morning Servicing
I OD p
P ...twig Services
XTIE Pt BAPTIST CHI RCM
1110pm
ednoaday Sem
10 00• m
Sunday Sr:6m4
11 OrDam
Moraup &orrice
4 OD p it.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
II OD • rn
Moraine Inorstup
4 66 p m
[reruns Worth*
EMMANI MI MISSIONARY
11 IC a m
Slornas Morena
I 10 pm
Eiening Monnup
FAITH BAPTIST
Ii OD • In
Morning Ororshp
S OiD p rr.
E.ening Nor./up
FIRST BAPTIST
9 SD • RI
Sunday School
Worship
10 43• m •
o
4 On p rr
(Tutor Training
rusrr BAPTIST
10 OD • in
Sunday School
11
Morning Munn*
4 45 p It.
Norship
;RACE BAPTIST
9 45 a If,
Sunday School
10 45• m
Morning Vioratop
Saying Eire Nursrup I JO p m
EArri601.11, BAPTIST
CHIRCH
:0 00 a m
Sunday School
OD • m
Morning Moroni&
Evening NorsnID
4 00 p rn
730 a in
Niadnemlay Ewan%
HAZE1 BAPTIST
.
th orsrup
00 a rn
Sunday School
10 fa-a it.
(-hurt P. Training
5-00 13 in
4 00 p m
E vening (wanks
Nednesday Everting 7 00 p m
1411.1.ToP BAPTIST
airway School
10 00 a m
Moneta Servu•
11 00 a no
Evening Servo,
5 IC p rr.
KIRKSEY HAPTISI'
Morning Worship
11 OD am
7 30 p ri-,
Evening aorta*
1.971.a1rn57p. MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 006 no
Sunday Whoo,
Pre., rting
11 00 am
41 00 p m
Nedrieraday Night
7 IL p m
Li.4CI'ST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 OD• no
Evontrip aorta*
7 OP p rr,
lAYNE OAK PPUMITIV
lat Sunday
2 00 p rr,
ad sunray
1 OD p rv
10:1110H.L.1, BAPTIST
Morning Worolup
10 110.• no
Norstop
4 04 rn
MOUNT HOREB
PREi*IU BAPTIST
I *• no
Simay School
Worship
11 OD • m
-4E4
l'ARMF7.1
MISSION AR Y
Morning Norahip
1: OG • rr.
reruns Washy
400prr.
NORTHS:10C
Morning lihrewhIp
11 OD • fr
Evening 'Norsk*
7 CM p fr.
NEN PROV:HENCE
Sunday School
10 OD • no
Praacrung Sem
II 00• m
S 014 in
Nightl• Service

r•en174

riAK GRoVE
Noraup
,• rr, 1110pm
Sunda* 3.(Ivau1
10•fn
r 'WENS CHAPEL
i0 Ile
Sunday School
11 00
Free., rang
4 10
Prays, Sorsa*
4 On
CI, •-r•
POPLAR SPRING
10 • m
Scnday Oct...
II aro & 7 pm
Vousinp
SA.L.Eld BAPTIST
II IL a no
Monona Nora.*
7 15 p fr.
.ening Norsr:t
51f t7- oFt1i)VE :I ut. a TO
Norsrtip Ser. •

HOLLAND DRUGS
Squor• • Dorentp...n Murray
1S -, Cot+. Discount On Pries(riptions

IF motsiele Court

CONEICII Of JUIN
=Ewe/'ATTIE
DAT SAINTS
CHRIST

('041 10(04 OF JESI'S
op LATTER DAY SAISTs
.5300 IMP SI
10 •m
Sacrease Mris6
II 30 as
Vaby Salmi
kora Swim Sid
fr..an.ruo
12101.
5../•••0

SPES-TSIDE, BAPTIST CHURCH
10 • m
Sunday Sefton
9 •rn
Worshlp
1050•rn CDT,,

EPISCOPAL
.•
•
Hely Euchara 0001 :0.30.m
9 15 • m
Church &Mon
Lary Evening Prayer S 15 pm

CATIIOLIC
ST 14ENRY
CAT-H(111C CHURCH
5 01.. p
Saturda
.1(o a r%AMU
ST LEO S
l'ATIMILB'('Hi 144714
Mares 11 00 p m Sair
OD a rt, Sunda,
II 00

INDEPENDENT
V Sam
s•Indio -.hoot
10 9711 no
Morning Worship
INDEPENDICNT
NcIPITHSIDE
McKinne. Road Dexter
010 a m
Sunday 01- hut..
11 $11, m
thorshlo
CENTER
CHRISTIAN
51.104 LIEF.

(1451STIAN
430• m
Sunday Scholl
1046 •tit
Naranp

404 MaIn Street
sunray Schoo1
P 110• rr
10 45
Norahip
7 p o
Nednescay
AVE.'4T
CH, Kis! c•E HURRAY
10 a m
Sunday sr how
;1 • it & 7 p
VS r.rnhip
p
7
edf1550-141
755 1055.S
. .

hilltRAY CHRISTIAS

rELLAni.SHIV
sonic:up

10 SO • no
110am
I OD p rr,

Evening

CIIIIISTIAN SOME
'MTN=
kItt,n St, Murray

1634
Sunday
Sunday !who.
2n0 Vo.d
Ith2ndWad

10 30 a rr.
1070 •er
7 AO p rr.
1200 300 p

WITNESSIS
JEHoi.ABS

01111101 Of CERNY
'517F4 OF CHRIST
4144_ a 37
4 14.• to.
Morning Worship.
Evening Koralup
* 00 p it
COLDNATICH
Morning Koranip
10 Se a Or,
6 .10 p ovc
Evening lk orstup
ETV Ft
Mooting Worship
it. 50 • rr
v ening Worship
I IL p or
ERIE P4 DSHIP
Sunday School
10 00• rr.
Morntna Mora/up
II On • it
GREEN PLAIN
" Bible Study
10 00 a rrt
Morning Service
10 45• or,
ver.lreg ShotsIup
p or,
awl Murmur,
7 Mr p no
HAZEL
'14.CH
op- CHRIST
Bible Study
10 00,a rn
Hug-rang
unlnip
10 BOa IT,
Evening Viorstug•
4 00 p m
Mid Neek Norship
7 00 p m
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OP" CHRIST ,
Sunday School
• 00• no
Macrons Wenstup
10 30 •at
Er-Grind Morani•
600 p
KIRKS!'Y ('041511704
ov CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00• no
Morning Worship
10 50 a rr,
Evening Worship
7 p no
. Sunday & Wednesday•
MT 01.10E
014111.(1-1 OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 IAca it,
Morning Worship
11 (4'a it.
Evening Prorship
S 00 p no

Pub,, Talk
Wauntoraer Study

4LS1r.

METNODIST
HETHY:1.1 -NITE1,
Morrurig Worship
60 30 a it,
Sunday School
.-10 30• it,
104 14110 Sun Night I (111 p no
040401004
CHAPEL UN ITE:I
10(8, a n.
Sunday School
Mornira Worship
1. 506 no
:8(P lrOl sun, Night - \ion rrt

7 pa

FRATERNAL ADI_ANTA6E
MURR AV MOOSE
LOME #2011

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

Sunray Senotoi
10 OR a fn
Morning 14 0roroi,
11 (La it,
5I14.9711E0 FNITED
Sunday Sc hon. ,
01.0 a rr.
Morning Worstop
11 00 a m
E.Vrling
to. p rn
LYON '.1(1,1 I,
Noneup 4.1-s o..
6 415• m
(Turf h School
10 46• m
MARTIN S
l•
' SITED
Worship Stemoce
• 10• no
•
41,
no

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

11 00 a m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10 06• no
‘4.rrs4rig Worship
II 00• m
Sunday Scheel
NAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Service
J Pratt
Pastor

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

NAZARENS
'I 'IT on.o. r CHI RCH
II ar a rn
Morning Worsrup
10 (10a no
Sunday' School
6 00 p m
E.-ening Wor•hlp
ARA Y CHTRCI4
9 45 a m
Sunday School
lo 4.3• no
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
-ship
Evening N01
Nerinesday Norship 6 30 p m

753-5142

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven.'

PENTECOSTAL

Matthew

HETHEI.(-HAPE I.
10 00 a m
Sunday School
rt. 6p
•:

Building Blocks & Ready Mix. Concrete
753-3540
last Main Street

'.0"

p or.

MILLER
FUNERAL KOTIES

THE CHIliCH OF JES1S
Almo Heights
- 10 410 a rn
Sunday School
VIVorship Servicell •m lip no
FAITH APOSTOLIC
('141 'R('54
.42436 Coldwater Rd
11)11 a m 7 04 p
Sun Sem

rguipix

Murray
753-4612

FAITH TABERNA17X
3 miles east of Almo
10 OD a no
Sunday School
Dam &Tom
)'IRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 • m
Wor46,p
, Ilam & 6 pm
7 p m
Wedriesdly
JENNY RIDGE
Ft
'
PENTECOSTAL
7 00 p oro
Saturday Evening
• r
S. a rt. 11.
r.
MI •FtRAY (141'RCN OE 1;111.,
11 • RI
Morrilrig Worship
6 p no
Evening
orship

Roy McKendrep Pharmacist

753-2380

4.

nom/ma

SIRLOIN

- .•
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

For unto you this day
is born a Savior which
is Christ the Lord

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10 00• rn

CORVETTE LANES

1517570 PENTECOSTAL
(7141.111704 NEW CONOORD
hool
10 00• no
Sunday
1100.7 30 p m
401-50510 51-1-V
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
sonday Services
10 00• m
6 COt> m

Bowling • Arcade • Pro Shop
Les & Pat Parnsh - Owners

1415 W. Main

PRESBYTER'
MST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
430 a.as
taorantp
10.45 a.ts

753-2202

Bel-Air CAJBLE
Center

LIBERTY 1'MBE:RI-AND
10 00 a rr.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 OD a rr,
MOI•PiT PLEASANT
11 (JO. no
Morning Worship
7 OD p no
Evening Worship

753-5005

IILAIA)CK-COLEMAN

NOP:TH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a no
orship Service
II *a no
OAK GROS E
Sunday School
10 'La rr.
orslup
Sem I.• :1 tk. a o• 1.
p rr.

r7anerui
NIurrH.h

$.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home

Tr

woolle011ai51>

1401 South 16th Street -P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
1 El F Prily,i
LOWELL K. BECK
1502)753-1304

Gulf

MURRAY GULF

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

7514482

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

753-8841

QUICKPRINT

South side
Shopping
759-4796
Center
of murray
-Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

J

753-6779

408 N 4th

Hazel
492-8758

6

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERViCE

5:16

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

CALVARY TEMPIX.
10 00 a no
Sunday School

507 N 12th-

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

804 Chestnut

753-6656

753-5312

()
Ns
Arbgs

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

Olympic Plaza

Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God.

MTTIKIY S CHAPEL UNITED

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CAL,L9vptyli,sdEi!yisiEr

ROY'S
1008 Chestnut
753-3314

INDEPt717,E511.7

Open 8 a m -4 30 p.m.

753-5719
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401 Olive

753-6168

900 Sycamore

612 S 9th Street

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Blessed are the
poor in spirit
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Chevron

Intucity Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Miirray Ledger & Times

Franchisee

Your Only Pull Service
Chevron Stetion'

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N 12th

D & W

S'

S

12/h

Jesus saith unto him, I am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."

Colvin Clods - Owner

Call In Orders 753 7 101

Auto Supply
753 4563

"For God so loved the world that he sent
his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

..411111L

EEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

-Hut.

Kg"

John 14:6

733-2593

1417 'Spain

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464

West Ky Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut St
753-8850

Robert Tabors, Owner

P.O. Box 6 KIrksoy, Ky. 42054

489-2126

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches

Markers Since 1932
James Smothers - Owner

Quality Monuments &

MEN VOK-FR 21 NOUNS A DAY; SAT. ASIR 71,114110I108T

12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GUNDALE

• .*.
. A

•

1707 W. Moln

•

-•

•
-

.•

. • •,

;or; • S

g

733- /902
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Speakers and music released by churches for Sunday
w•
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Jan. 20,
as follows:
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will he at
10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
Thc Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Sunday School will be at 10:30

10:45 a.m. service. Truman Whitwill be Dan Frisk, Gene Klaus, Art
field will direct the music with
Pfuehler and Jack Benton. Sunday
Kathy Erwin and Joan Cooper as
School and Bible Class will he at
accompanists. Holy Communion
-9:30 a.m.
will he observed and the United
New Concord
Methodist Women will install new
Church of Christ
officers. Assisting will be Jean
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Cooper. Annie Lee Cooper, Darrell
Assisting will be Danny Pittman, Clark, Mitch Jackson, 'Steve GorHugh Fuqua, Eddie Stubblefield, don, Kenny Erwin, Polk Story and
Robert Blalock, Charles Stubble- Edith Story.
field, Glen McCuiston, W.D.
Grace Baptist
1 he Rev. Robert Joh4on, paslor,
McCuiston, Derwood Edwards,
Rudy Brawner, Junior McCage, will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Car Alexander and W.T. Patter- services. His morning subject will
he ''The Great SWatan Bound"
son.
with scripture from Revelation
Westside Baptist
201-3, 7-10. Dwane Jones will be
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Attitudes of Expec- organist and deacon of the week.
tancy" with scripture from Acts Kevin Rudicil will direct the music:- Sus-an iorreswIl :he-pianist-7
services
`9,ahd---10:50
Special music at morning hour will
and about "The Doctrine of Baptby Adult Choir and Frances Wyatt.
ism" with scripture from I Peter
The Youth Choir and Terry Oat118-22 at 6 p.m. service. Tommy
man will sing at evening hour.
Scott will direct the music with
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m..
Patsy Neale, Kathy Ligon and
College -Carreer Class Fellowship
Susie Scott as accompanists. Reid
at 12 noon. Choir Rehearsal at 5:15
both
mornHall will sing a solo at
p.m. and Long Range Planning
ing services. The Church Choir
Committee at 7 pin.
will sing "Boundless Love" at
'Lake-Land' Apostolic
10:50 service. At 6 p.m. the Choir
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will sing and Kathy Ligon will sing
will present a lesson entitled "['he
a solo. Sunday School will he at 10
Message From The Ambassador'
a.m. and Adult Choir at 5 p.m.
in the 10 a.m. preaching/teaching
First United Methodist
session.
Evangelistic service will
pasBingham,
The Rev. Nowell
begin at 6 p.m.
tor, will speak about "Call and
Memorial Baptist
Response" with scripture from 1
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor.
Samuel 3:1-10 at 10:50 am. serwill speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
viee. Acolytes will be Trey Green
services. Assisting will he Mike
and Sean Stonecipher. The Chancel
Farmer. minister of education and
Choir with Kim Black as directeor
youth, and Monte Finch, deacon of
`and Joan Bowker as organist will
sing an anthem, "Beautiful River" the week. Curt Simmons, interim
Church School will be at 9:45 a.m. minister of music, will direct the
music with Janet Finch and Tonya
-.Elm Grose Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Simmons as accompanists. The
ill speak at II a.m. and 6:416 p.m. Sanctuary Choir will sing "God
and God Alone" at morning hour.
services. Music will he directed by
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett The Children's Choir yv ill sing
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists. "Jesus, You Are My: Friend" at
Sandra 1) Thurman will present evening hour. Sunday School will
srecial musft at morning hour
he at 9:40 a.m., and Disciple TrainntiaV- School Zith Dwayne 1-tiW- ing.: Music-Makers,. Young Musk;
erson as director will be at 10 a in. cians and Youth Choir at 6 prn.
and S.N.A.C. at 8:15 p.m.
Church 'Training with 13:11 Out
Unis ersity
as director and Junior Choir at
Church of Christ
6 p.m.
Charley Bat/ell, minister, will
Hazel Baptist
,The Rev. James T. Garland, pas- speak at I() a.m. and 6. p.m. sertor. will speak at ,11 a.m. and 6:30 vices. Ernie Bailey will direct the
p.m. services. Steve Smitir'vritt .song service. Assisting will he
direct the music with Oneida White• Bobby Martin. Wayne Williams,
and Roger Ilutson as accompanists. Bill Boyd, Jim Darnell, Gary Darnell. Kennie Colson, Mark Fergul'he Church Choir will sing "The
'touch of His Hand On Mine" .at son. Jim Feltner, Mack Harris,
Keith flosford, Jim McCrory,
'morning Lour. RAI, Vance will
Blake Kelley. Sam Parker. Chad
serve as deacon of the week. SunLawson and Jimmy Ford. Bible
day School with Joe B. Adams
classes will he at 9 'a.m.
director will he _at. 9:45 a.m. and
St. Leo Catholic
Discipleship Training at 5:30
Masses will he at 6 p.m. SaturGrose
Pleasant
South
By H,C, CHILES
day and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m.
United Methodist
Sunday with Fr. Larry .McBride as
The Res Jim Alford, pastor, will
Man)
have
testified
that
ongoL];,.
RESPECT FOR HUMAN LIFE
speak about "Living Bread" with minister. tssisting will he Nathan
the Godly: life of some Christian
The Creation of Man
scripture from John 6:51-58 at Reed, Linda Shepard. Eldridge
has more to do with bringing them
— Genesis 1:27
to a saving knowledge of Christ
All that anyone knows about the than anything else. On the other
origin of man is that we are told in hand, many have been turned away
God's Word. Man's creation was from Christ by the inconsistent
the result of God's sovereign deci- lives of professing Christians.
sion (Genesis 1:6), in order to fulChrist referred to His followers
fill God's particular purpose as "the. light of the world." His fol(Genesis 1:26), and by God's direct lowers furnish the only light this
and immediate act (Genesis 1:27). world has. Without them the world
If God had not decided to create would- be in utter spiritual darkman, he never would have been ness. What a glorious privilege is
By James H. Cain
called into being. What does it the believer's of giving forth light
mean when God made man? He to the world by reflecting the true
made him in His own image; that Light! Jesus Christ is the only true
is, and unspeakable dignity light, but He shines through the
attached to him.
lives of those wheknow Him and
walk in His footsteps.
Matthew 5:13-16
We are expected to witness
Christ used two very familiar
things to set forth the real nature of openly and boldy for Christ with
I. The fountain of happiness is in the heart.
Chrisitan living: salt and light. He our lips and our lives. What our
2. The secret of happiness is not in doing what one likes, but in
likened Christians .to salt. Salt Lord desires, and our world needs,
liking what one has to do.
serves a number of purposes: it is a genuine, positive, active, right3. Why destroy present happiness by a distant misery, which may
keeps things sweet and fresh, it eous, and useful life. We are to
never come at all?
imparts a portion of it's taste to the shine fully, freely, and conspicu4. The bird chirps none the less, when all that he finds is crumbs.
food to which it is mixed thus mak- ously. Light does not shout about
5. Aye, man's heart could find content, if it saw the joy on the road it
ing it palatable, it whets the appe- itself; it just shines.
went.
Matthew 5:43-45a
tite, it creates a thirst, it serves as
6. The world is so full of so many wonderful things, we should be
It is a well-known fact that the
an antiseptic, and it preserves from
happy as kings.
Mosaic Law enjoined upon all the
corruption and decay that with
7. A laugh is just like music, it lingers in the heart, and where its
which is mingled. Salt has three duty of live for neighbors. "Thou
melody is heard, the ills of life depart.
outstanding properties: penetration, shall love thy neighbor as thyself'
Leviticus 19:18. Certain Jewish
purification, and preservation. It
rabbis taught this command and
exists for others and does it's work
then added the admonition, "and
gradually, silently, and
hate thine enemy."
inconspicuously.
4-BUTTON.7-CYCLE
Such spiritual exercises as those
Christians are the only ones who
DURA 10'
are
in
verse
44
which are set forth
can add real savor to life. The prefallen
mere
UNDERCOUNTER
of
ability
the
beyond
servation of the world depends on
the presence of the Lord's people. human nature to perform. If God's
DISHWASHER
love is in our hearts, we can and
Whether men realize it or not it is
will love our enemies. In loving
the presence of believers in Christ
only those who love us, we do
that saves the world from
.Super Scrub cycle for
nothing more than any lost sinner
destruction.
pots and pans
would do. Love for enemies is one
Peace and happiness in the lives
-Dura
10T
"tub and
of the evidences that a person is a
of Christians can create a real thirst
door
liner
God.
child
of
for the same in the lives of the
.3-level wash
.0n/off indicator light
•Soft food disposer
•Reversible front panel

congregational meeting after morning worship.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. 1 he Rt.
Rev, Gresham Marmion will he
celebrant and preacher. Assisting
will be Fr. Andre Trevathan, 1.aura
Price, Ted Vaughn and Randy
Johnson. Eric Johnson and Megan
Malinauskas will confirm their
baptismal vows with Laying on of
Hands by Bishop Marmion.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
First Christian
speak atiout "Omnipotence of Goe
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
at II a.m. service and about "The
speak about "Speak Lord, Your
Rear Guard" at 6 p.m. service.
Servant Hears" with scripture from
Greg Mayall will direct the music
lohn 1:35-42 at 10:45 a.m. service.
with April Mack and Susan ReyAnn -1101cKeel'will--sing a solo,' "A
nolds as accompanists. -Loma BorSong of Peace." Lee Kern is music
ders and Steve Holderhy will sing
director." Assisting will he Carol
solos at morning hour. At evening
Falwell, Barbara Pursley, Judy
hour Cathy Owens and Gunner
Lyle, Blanche Titsworth, Doug
Nancy will sing solos. Assisting
Vander Molen.•Scott Marvin, Rob
will be the Rev. Steve Todd. the
Williams. Ron Gray, Hester Gray, Rev. Randolph 41Ien, Rick Beam,
Jim Boone, Nancy Nygaard, Helen
Brent Evans, Calvin Todd, Max
Campbell. Debbie Ferguson and
Dowdy, John Brittain, Anthony.
Raylene Gagel.. Sunday School Will
Manning, Bob Tanner, David Lee
he at 9:10 a.m. and High School
and -Michael---Cutini.------ ---------Group at 5:30 p.m..
Glendale Road
First Baptist
Church of Christ
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, willJohn Dale, minister, will speak
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. Serabout "Stones of Remembrance"
vices. Ron Wright will be deacon
with scripture from Joshua 4:1 -I I
of the week, assisted by 'ester Orr. at 9 a.m. service and about "In
Joel Fowler, Ken Asher, Gary HarTimes Like These" with scripture
per, Fred Ashhy and Gene Bailey. from Hebrew's
11:1-6 at 6 p.m. serwill
direct
the
Steve Liitlefield
vice.
Bolls
will direct the
Jerry
music with Margaret Wilkins and
song
service.
Assisting
will be JerTamara Outland as accompanists.
ry Fulton, Gary Page, Steve
will
sing
Choir
Sanctuary
The
Cochrum, Fred Douglas, Tommy
"And There Is Peace" and Mr. Lit- Carraway, Joel Fisher, George Pattlefield will sing "One More terson, Jackie Gcurin, Garry Evans,
Voice" at morning hour. At even- Ronnie Sills, Charles Olree, Steve
ing hour the Youth Choir will sing Steele, Tyler Bohannon and Brad
"Stand i.rp For Jesus" and Annie Cleaver.
Nance and Cheryl Dailey will sing
West Fork Baptist
a -duet. "Willing To Take the
The Rev. Garlon Sills, interim
Cross" Sunday School will he at
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
9-10 'an.. Adult Handbells at 4:10
p.m. services. Music will be
Actecns Lit 445 p.m., Youth
directed by Alvin Usrey with. Janet
Choir at `5:50' p.m:, Discipleship -Arnold' is 'pianist. 'Special • Music..
Training, GAs and RAs at .6 p.m. will be by. Daphne Turner. Shirley
and Praise at 8 p.m.
Nance will serve as deacon of the
First Presbyterian
week. Sunday School with Phillip
The Rev. Thomas SchellingerhBazzell as director will he at 1()
out, pastor, wilt'speakabout "With
a.m.
One Voice" with scripture from I
Immanuel „Lutheran
Corinthians 1:10 at 10:45 a.m. serThe Rev. Clarence W. lielmich,
vice: The Chancel Choir will sing
pastor, will speak about "Costly
an anthem, "I Will Bless the Lord" Merchandise" with scripture from
with Michael Buerhaus as director Corinthians 6:12-20 .at 10:30 a.m.
and Pat Bomha,as organist. Assist- service. Reify Communion will be
ing will he Ross Meloan, Nancy celebrated. Organist will be Alice
Fleming and Don Fleming. ChUrch
Witte. The Choir will he led by Dr.
School will he at 9:30 a.m. and
and Mrs. Larry Mallett. Assisting
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THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT, KENTUCKY LAW DOES NOT CERTIFY

Carolyn Haas, Joel Reed,. ley Duncan and Mary Conner will
Mary Reed, Bill Schaffer, Rob direct the music with Faye ChildMattingly, Carmen D:Angelo, ress as pianist. Sunday School with
Eleanor D'Angelo, Andrew
Jimmy Burkeen as director will he
Rachoy, Dorothy Rachoy, Paul . at 10 a.m.
Maggard, Lorraine Maggard, Cindi
Poplar Spring Baptist
Clemson, Chris Woods, Chris
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
Fuhrmann, Carole Holcomb, Gerry
will, speak at II a.m. and 7 p.m.
Kelly, Pam Kelly, Max Canady. services. Mark Hardison will direct
Matilde Canady, Frances Ross, the music Sunday School with
David Earnest, Marcia, Ron and
Marty Futrell as director will be at
Rob Westphal.
10 a.m. and Church Training with
Ricky Stewart as director will be at
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev, Susan Allsop- 6 p.m.
Martin's ChapelAtkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
United Methodist
a.m. service with Marlene Beach as
.1 he Rev. Thomas E. Car.lr. .
lay assistant. Acolytes will be Dana
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. serParker and Lora Sexton. Jo Lovett
vue Ralph Robertson will tiirect
will be in charge of Children's
the music with Edwina Petrie as
Church, Robert Cochrum will
piii.a).m
if1st..und
be.
.-am.
_ .S_ ay-- School . w
direct- the music with Pat Brunn
and Suzanne Coleman as accomGood Shepherd
panists.
United Methodist
Kirksey United Methodist
The pastor, the Rev. Thomas E.
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m. serwill speak about "The Power and
vice, Diana Tatlock will direct the
Rewards of Meekness" with scripmusic with Margaret Kennedy and
ture from Matthew' 5:5 at 11 a.m.
Betty Poole as accompanists Sunservice and at devotional service at
day School will he at 10 a.rn and
6 p.m. Ron Pace Will direct the
music with
- N-Otswothy--and----Sinking Spring Baptist
Janice Hays as accompanists.
The Rev. Huron Richerson, inter
Assisting will he Angie Majors,
ni pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
Jason Witte and Doris Ezell. Sun6
p.m. services. Michael Milhy w ill
a.m.,
day School will be at 10
direct the music with Laura PasChoir at 5 p.m. and Administration
chall arid Rhonda Lamb as accomBoard meeting at 645 p.m.
am Sunday School will he al
pa nists.
Christian Science
If)
Services will be at 11 a.m. SunColdwater Baptist
day and 7:30 p.m. each second
The Rev, Jackie Geurin. pastor.
Wesdnesday. Reading Room will
will speak at 11 a in and 6 p m
he open from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on
services. Bobby Mann;ng
Wednesday and Saturday.
New Life
direct the music with Marge Wes:
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Christian Center
Sunday School will .he at 10 a.rn
The Rev, Mark Welch. pastor,
Lynn Grove
will speak at II a.m. service. The
United Methodist
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
ym.3u:iic..Men's
a rn.
prayer breakfast ill
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
he at a.m. and Sunday School :at
Judy Kelso will he organist. SunKirksey Baptist
day School will be at 10:30 a.m.
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
Spring- Creek Baptist
pastor.
The :Rev,. Terry'
..will.spealcat I 1 a.m.-and b:30 pm,
will speak at :I a.m. and
services. W.A. Erwin will direct
services.
lo am Sunday St1(1(11
:he music with Gela Edwards and
Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
Sunday School with Lewis Warner
Coles Camp Ground
as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pas- .
and Children's Church at II a.m.
tor,' will speak at 9 a.m serv
Coldwater United Methodist
with Donald Williams 'di song
Dr. Robert Farless, interim pasleader and Dean Stephenson as
tor. will speak at 11 a.m. service
pianist. Sunday School w itti Jerry
with Rex Smith as song leader and
Lassiter as superintendent will he
Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Sunday
School with T.C. Hargrove as
at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
director will be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Charles Anderson. pasFirst Assembly of God
tor, will speak at 11 ain
The Rev. Jerry Hendley, pastor,
p.m. services. Sunday Sch.i, ,
will speak abour "What to Do If
he at 10 a.m. and Church Ir.Li
you Miss the Rapture" at II a.m.
service.
am Sunday School will he at. at 5 p.m.
Temple Hill
H)
United Methodist
Murray: Church of God
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasDale Robinson, pastor, will
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. scrcice.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serSunday School will he at 11 a.m.
vices. Sunday School will he at 10
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
a.m
The
Rev. Sammy Cunningham.
Mission
Murray Baptist
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and fi
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor.
p.m. services. Sunday School with
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
Russell Moss as superintendent
p.m.
2
be
at
will
Bible Study
will be at 10 a.m. •
- Ferguson Springs Baptist
Russell Chapel
The Rev. Darvin Stom. pastor,
United Methodist
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Rev. Calvin Clark,. pastor.
services.
o aIn‘ Sunday School will he at
will' speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Red Woods as song leader and
Calvary Temple
Dorothy' Brown as pianist. Sunday
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
School will he at 10,45 a.m.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serNew Providence Baptist
vices. Sunday School will he at 10
The Rev. Odell Colson. pastor.
a.m.
will _speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist
Sunday, School will he at
services.
io a
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Independence
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
music with Jennifer. Downey as
United Methodist
pianist. Sunday School with Dan
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasBillington as director will be at .10
tor, will speak at I I a.m. service
with Richard Dowdy as song leader
Palestine United Methodist
and Patricia Lassiter as pianist.'
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pstor, Sunday School with Howard Coy
-will speak at It a.m. service. Stanas superintendent will be at 10 a.m.Hails,

VirtIviiN>

Value Days At
etiert
ett.s
,
Restaurant
MONDAY - THURSDAY
Two-2 Piece Farm Raised Catfish
Dinners With Salad Bar
$f399 with
coupon
Expires =W81

Seven Seas
Offer good for

all

members in party
•

•

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"All You Can Eat"
Two Seafood buffets
With Salad Bar & Ilassert

We Service What We Sell'

coupon
$1899 with

Underwood Appliance

SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACTICE.

expires 2128/91

Hwy. 641 N.

Hwy bill North

Village Shopping Center

759-150"

(Neat to Clin s AMC Jeep)

33-1,42
MIIIma=sals

-044.:114.14
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Lakers `crunch' past Holy Cross in tourney A.D.'s
Statt Report
murrav L.dQ.f a

Times Sports

COVINGTON, Ky.
New-found triends had a ctiance to
see-Mu-the Calloway •County .Lakerstandled "crunch timeThursday night when the Lakers posted a sectmd-half comeback to defeat Cosington Holy Cross 68-58 in the second
night of the Famous Recipe Classic basketball tournament
Calloway's Lakers had spent the day. attending classes with
„the students at Bellevue High School, a IA school nea7
Coyington, and head coach Russ Wall said some 0: the Lak
ers1 new buddies showed up at the game to help cheer t!R
Lakers on.
- Even wttn-thelan-support-,-the LACTI slrlf found thernsetet-4
Ira i17.g by six points with four minutes left in the third guar,Wall called time out to discuss the situation. "We

decided that. ,4e . re going to win the hallgame. we have to
Wall said of the strategic break.
turn it on
1he Lakers then turned it on. outscoring Holy Cross by
eight points in the. final four minutes of the quarter to take a
m•
tyvHsoint lead, then pulling away in the final
"We did the things I've been looking for u. to o in a tight
hallgamc," Wall said, noting the Lakers good shot .election.
their protection of the hail and ittc•ir patience
‘1e played real well in runch lime, which was good to
'¼ all said. adding that the game was j"game of niomeri'._.7. one h101 saw Calloway get down early. take a first„„arter lead, then see Holy Cr_oss come hack in the third oar-ler to take :her .1% -point advantage efore the final Laker

nit 21 of 35 shots from 2-point range and seven 01 13 from
beyond the 3-point stripe for an overall grade of 56 percent
t27 of 48).
"I felt real good about that,” Wall said-A(14111_0hr the Lakers "just took good shot selection."
Jamar McNary led Calloway with 18 points and dished out
seven assist's while Travis Turner converted four 3-point shots
into 13 points. David Hart added 13 points with eight
rebounds, Rob Dennis added 10 points.
Calloway, now 9-8. take on Covington Scott tonight.

Desk
Michael
STRICKLAND

MSV athletic director

A week ago, everyone gathered
in Nashville for what promised to
he a most challenging NCAA
Convention.
STOMOS 7 kklri 4 Goolt 3
Calitikik 3) v.-4s aided hy good balanced
:
Or1i-r.;g1 .. with four 11...nor 2 1G 24 11 5
'sc
On one side, you had the forces
Records - Calloway 98 Holy Cross !`
ptaersin double figures. and excettent shooting. The Lakers
of the U.S. Congress. led by Toni
McMillan and Bill Bradley, a couple of fair basketball players in
their day who understand what's
going on in college athletics today
From their perspective, it is time
for the NCAA to do something in
the area of reform. Dick Schuh,.
our NCAA Executive Director, is
By The Associated Press
aware of their position and
exhorted
the -delegates on Sunday
A
•
.1 7
rise
to
to
the occasion and handle
:nk: .freaks jast keep
\[
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (AP) --- Bo Jackson knows greatness. He won
our problems and make the changes
r,r•
.game
and
baseball's
All-Star
the Heisman Trophy, was named MVP in
he feels are needed before the Con7••.: RJrnin' Rehe1s crushed ti
has heen,seleeted to play in his first Pro Bowl.
gress
becomes involved.
night.
-h on 1 hursJis
Bo also knows injuries. In fact, the two-sport star has a reputation --Also there was the President's
7. •h.
slightest
as
bench
with
the
will
hit
the
who
player
deserved or not - as a
Commission. at their strongest
ailment.
since their beginning hack in 19IS-it
Jackson apparently won't play for the Los Angeles Raiders in Sunday's
and 19X5 The President's ComAfC championship game because of the hip injury he sustained in the
mission without a doubt had done
P .iiders' 20-10 second -round playoff victory over Cincinnati last - week.
their
homework and was ready to
c•am physician Robert Rosenfeld says Jackson won't play against the
present
an agenda that would deal
ISJII,110 Bills and might not be available for the Super Bowl on Jan. 27,
with time demands on student.
1-1Fuld the Raiders get there.
athletes restructuring of Division I.
"We'd like to have Bo — he's a great football player." Raiders guarthe
elimination of athletic dorms.
erhak in Schroeder said. -If we don't have him, someone else will
and
across-the-hoard cuts in schohaw to step in. We're still a good team without Bo."
larships.. coaching staffs and
Auburn.
his
days
at
back
to
getting
hurt
dates
JaLkson's propensity for
schedules.
In 19x4. he missed about half his junior year because of a shoulder injury.
All of the major conterence,
Inc following year, he won the Heisman Trophy, but sat out the second
were aligned with the President's
!•;,1! of 'a 14-10 loss to Florida .because of a deep thigh bruise.
In ;ifs foul years with the Kansas Cuy Royals.clackmin has,neser.play-... Commis.sion: If.the_truth he known
must "Of
'
a f....11 season The moSt games he has played in one season-was 115 in
largest school to the smallest,
tie ht 2 homer., drove in 111 runs and was named MVP in
aligned with the Presidents. There
• (
'a crc .some holdouts, most specifishoulder
a
Jackson was sidelined for five weeks because of
cally the Southeastern Conference.
.ns.: suffered while diving for 3 hall in center field at Yankee StaMany of the coaches in attenLarlicr in that game, he had hit three home runs.
dance
were Opposed to some of the
Bo Jackson s comnierclAS 54il1 he on T% during this weeke.nd's NF I
action
for
the
significant
Jackson
hadn't
missed
any
last Sunday.
cgislation
hut on balance this was
games, hut the star hatk ma not he, too ‘i.ihle during thc Raider,'
,!nee playing in his first „game at San Diego on Oct. 21.
.: convention that was headed in
game at Buffalo.
i ,ne direction and that direction was
Rform.
ThroughOut the four davs if voting. the consiqent theme was iht
Sa7
s...c a, vccat y
Sunday's
games
fiow
By DAVE GOLDBERG
T.-eePeat
w•- - a Vel;
time to do something about
assoe.a.•ci Press Coott,
4'4
I 13
college athletics and whatever
Los Angetes Raiders (minus 7) at Buffalo
Giants ;plus 8) at San Francisco
Or. y85, the warm weather team at the colci• «ii a,•-• ,t—e anticipated repay of
problems we might have. Of course
*eather team. Although the Raiders have
struggie Why are the
Tar
'A" ',
most
of the individual sport groups
were
weather
ihey
vys,
4'5
a'«ays played Ike the Cold ,
;;"! DY -notre 'nts tine —
•es .^e first ime" Maybe
hard to imagine Howe Long or Bob Odic on a
made passionate pleas as to how i
a-s are rnss.ng Phi: Simms arid
- surtboard
cuts in scholarships and coaches
But can they slop the AFC's annointed team
AlayOe because unril tas'
would effect their sport and the
at Rich Stadium' They came close In October.
•
c' C.nicago they ^ard'y
leadtng 24-14 with 853 let before a seres ot
S„pr,'
.•
r^ar•e
development of their sport poten%%veld\
blocked kicks and turnovers gave the Bills a
tial. In the end, though, it did not
38 24 twin
...« )D,I• t •e
One question here is the conditton o' Bo
••• .. r Coat.'
Rates
matter. The Presidents had the
lSat
, a),-„i k!Y of Jell Hos
hip
If
he
Jackson's
doesn't Play, and
power.
more
Games
tor
likety,
means
just
.
seems
quanerback
,
s
at
,
F.jl L,iti St. -53-440
Marcus Allen
k., «s ugars". '-e Bears ast week
From the OVC standpoint. most
A more pressmg questtin s Jay Schroeder
•:“. on. 0,5 s '^e return of Jumbo ['kat
of the cutsin scholarships and
•- -,-i- s t•es• ',-..." b,ocker. at left - tack/a; He
The last chath0i0nShip game he - was- tn was
49en5 game cramplr.g
•n 1986. when he was Washtngton's qJaner
coaches and the reduction of athle:
Dace against the Gahts That one was replayed
tic housing and training table did
- a Gtants Stadtum gaie aria New York won
o *ns
• 7 Ci
• •-• `,
•-oq Se" Franctsco to seve'
not affect us.
- - ag -r
'
,^ey
Je-ry Rice to one
Ire weamer could be worse tn Buffalo SuThe main issue for the OVC Was
acu
Ltsutr'..,
Gay, and the pressure on Schroeder even grea
«
•e
e bat better'
ter tl Jackson doesn't play
the restructuring proposal which
7
Bli S
now calls for schools 'to have seven
men's and seven women's sports.
This means that most OVC schools
will have to add a sport.
action at Calloway.
pher said. "They just went out and
Murray State, for example, will
rte Lakers defeated the Wildhad fun; we tried to concentrate on
have to add one women's sport to
..
41-11 to improve to 6-2, while
fundamentals and doing the right
remain Division I. The irony of the
Lady Lakers posted a 46-19
things. hut we'all had a good time, reform and cost-cutting convention
fith & Main
753-0489
over the Lady 'Cats.
too."
is. that while the OVC voted for
Oyiiiusly, we played every Lady Laker coach Eddie Morris
most of the proposals to cut proghad the same thoughts. "We had 10
Laker coath Joe Stonecirams at the big schools, the net
people score and that was a good
result for us is probably an increase
sign," Morris said. "It was good to
in expenditures in order to maintain
get esieryone involved in our
Division I status.
offense. It really was a nice team
Restructuring is probably the
e ft on."
most important thing to come out
Linda Stubblefield led the Lady
of the convention. If we indeed sec
Lakers with 12, while Farrah Beath
what the people from the east
tossed in seven._ Carrie Bell led the
claim, that they will all he out of
Lady Lakers on the boards with
Division I, in five years. then the
seven, while April Krass' pulled
future of Division I-AA football ag
down six. The Lady Laker seventh
and the future of mid-level Divigraders finished out the contest and
sion I conferences may very well
Morris complimented the job of -he tn- jeopardy.
Jacqueline Gcurin, Stephanie HolThe OVC was in support of the
Crispi-Crest 123/4 -la. Pizza Pan,
land, Shannon Williams, Kathy
restructuring, though because
Gripper— Wier 811/11 Spatula
Maness, and Tasha Shoemaker.
across the board, our people felt
For the Lakers, Brad Cleaver and
that there should be a cost to partiQUANTITIES LIMITED
Thomas Hornhuckle led the
cipate in Division I and to have an
balanced scoring with six points
opportunity to participate in the
each while Jay Herndon, Tyler
Division I basketball tournament.
Bohannon, Timmy. Brickey, Jason
This may hurt some schools, but
Leo and Peter O'Rourke added
overall the OVC feels that it will
four points each. Scan Waller and
he a stronger conference because of
Trcnt Nix had three points apiece, these guidelines.
Jody Kelso scored two and Brad
Not necessarily the most conBucy added one.
troversial item on the agenda but
Calloway Middle is at South
(Cont'd on page II)
Marshall on Monday night.

Runnin' Rebs
keep on rollin'
in 117-76 win

CALLOWAY
HOLY CROSS
Ca;losvay )681 - /AcNary
§6
, 27,48
413.

13 32 45 68
10 27 43 58
Her! 13 Turner '3 Dennes 70 Geur7. 8 Newoh 6

Can Bo go?

Injury-prone Jackson may
miss out on 'Super' chance

•

In postseason action, home is where the odds are

A&A
Auto Rental

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save.'

Calloway 8th players join in on sweep

ROSS INSURANCE

9.7711/10 supple: last

EEO

969911/111 webs last

211-18. 11:0-Impact Plastic Toolbox
QUANTITIEStIMITED

SOME

Racer Basketball vs.
Tennessee State
Saturday at 3 p.m.

Lady Racers vs. Tennessee
eV
7

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-41100

Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY

State

Saturday at 5:15 p.m.

WEAR BLUE — SUPPORT MSU1

lo Better Serve You
NI-F 9 a.m.-S p.m.
Hwy. fill N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.

Sun. 1-5 p.m.

75:1-2:1S0

Olympic Plaza
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A.D.'s desk...

I.

(Coned from page 10)
one which will cause a significant
change in college athletics is the
proposal dealing with time
demands on student-athletes, which
will now restrict us to twenty hours
a week during which the coaches
are permitted to have control of the
athletes.
There was strong sentiment for
this and, tied with next year's presidential. emphasis on academics,
these items will gri a long way toward changing the face of college
athletics.
Is the face of college athletics
actually changing? Walter Byers.
former NCAA Executive Director
said that with the proposals that
have gone before as well as this
year's, we're still not addressing
the major problems.in college athletics and he sees no major change
occuring.
It does seem to me that we go

1MCS

For

nc gathered
promised to
ing NCAA

d the forces
led by Toni
dlcy, a couplayers in
Land what's
letics today
. it is time
omething in
ic:k Schuh,.
Director, is
;ition and
on Sunday
and handle
the changes
ire the ('on
d.
President's

r

It seems to me that where we are
headed is one direction or the
other. Either the big-time programs
arc going to pull out, take their
football and basketball programs
and basically become semi-pro,
autonomous units from the university, or we are going to return to a
very strict amateur standing.
Given the difficulty of putting
the genie hack in the bottle. I think
the second option is almost impossible. Many peop.le, though are
beginning to talk about the first
option and it does not seem to he
quite the negative that it might
have been five years ago.

This obviously is not something
that is going to happen at Murray'
State, Middle 1 crink:ssce or Austin
Peay, hut when you are talking
about Alahama, Michigan. Oklahoma or other big-time powers, you
can make a tremendous case that
these are not anateur athletic programs hut hig business operations
that need to he conducted as such,
flls Ok I iJ determine the future

Football

go. or dli they stay in the
NCAA
As Doug Dickey. the
atheltic director at Tennessee was
quoted more than once during the
"h.3 just isn't right for UT
Chattanooga and East Tennessee to
‘iite on what's right or wrong
ahout at
at the llniversity of

lennessec.- Many other people
fo:1 !ft.! 5;1rni"X:13,

strongest

On
he
COnS,dered whet,
for

thOOd 01

Atlanta
Buffalo
Cleveland
Detroit
Houston
New Orleans
Phoenix
San Diego

Hi/ ''.1117':Iti throughout AITICrIc;t

SCniRct Nattonal

_

.

G,ke
5'alro,do

.141%0 usague_
KFCN

gu,dace '4Orn
prevdent of "^e Ur, t'ed
Stares as to :he All Sat game, and 'rpm bo"-'

presdert and'ihe prime m , n,ster o' Canada
as -0 GL,,
John Leg,er said ,r` a statement f•orn C.,
We nave no r:iclicat on or sgnal horn the go.,
ernment that they would wish us not to go for
ward'. Grezky. art Ail Star selection for an 11th
straight season said Wednesday
.the decision
be
0aVen
• • • •
The Mom-real Canadens th,nii
good ;00 of keeping Brett
another page ,r Int NM record
hockey Hall of I arrer Bobby Hull
The son
pace in his quest to become the Irth
player ever to score 50 goats SC games when
Canadiens blanked him Thursday night in a
fl ues flaIl, who
2
set a league record for right wings with 72
goals last season, now has 46 in 47 games
ties vying to or Maurce Ficrard, Ware

reguia, schedule, leag Je ores,der•
,:aqc,
nghr that 1
were his, the game wouall or
they ,e 00,g• a
Huli from
DOCM
tel

name or
o!
behnCilhe
,re
4 victory Over the St Louis

Jays of sotne was that ,
thing about
whatever

Of course
;port groups
as to him
and coaches
ort and the
sport potenh, it did not
its had the

Gretzky. Mario t errieux and Mike Bossy in The
e•Olusive 50-50.club ' We shut hirn down pretty

in Montreal. I00,

well
on Sunday. except 'le got
one on the power play, Montreal coach Pat

Burns said

tOur days

reference to the Blues 3

care' a, the Forum This 'me Mon
!tea, s best cheuiers hounded Hu' Ana two of
them - Russ Counnat: and Mike McPhee
cornb,ned for s ports on !NO goals and a"
ass V each Montreal also averted a 1,rs: eVe'
season sweep

Golf
round of

••

-

straight birdies and tr'Shed a'

overall He matched the tournamerr
:re Wa,alae Country Club course, vers.'

nat ,9 • Huward,
-t'..ermsbr.rr.

w

'

-rade ease' by 'ighter 'f'an usual *rd..
k who played

ii,Jtmer
as' year, cropped
- a bogey 'ree 63 lay M 7,- ,'‘",
at IA
*we ' ,for

1991 Dodge Spirit

SI 82 '0o,1 Floncla

•

A;•,,„
r
JoG,g
,n,na

.451,1 6'

College football
ficbby HOsS who ed Cr
Tech to a^ ,,nbea'en season and share C-

HOUSTON

whose. 'fellow

Ja,ikr..,
coach ot the year Ross
'St' record ,r the, a ,,*
(1 1
gam'es beat out FT,' 1.t.Ca-ney of No 1 ra - •
Co 0-ado Texas' Da.hrt MrW 'a"s are:
e' '0,
da 5 S•enF'
Wnters Ausoc,a
,
or 0' A'-•'• •
• • • •
f AS r RU THE OF ORD
whcr snared the
, a •
Cooradc tre a n .
Penn Stire on A„g 25 r
C arts Start
Penn Stale '9 31 on'*o'
State 24 *;
PGA
t n e 13

have a^

Friday s Games
No games scheduled

robably the

Gamut
At 5w Game al Saturday
Ch.,..ago n-r,n
$

to con: Out

'e indeed see
,rn the cast
ill be out of
irs, then the
AA football
1-level Divity very well

Baseball
NE W YORK

One Of the few

og

Nely

Center fielder Roberio
bright spots in a dismal New

York 'Yankees' se'ason, tripled he safary when
he agreed to a one-year contract worth
1900.000 Four other players agreed to Oneyear contracts, leaving 152 in salary arbitration
Players arid clubs will exchange figures this
and heanngs WM' 136-"StteitTOTed-TOr
the first three weeks of February Right-hander
Mark Eichhorn and California settled at
$625,000, a 8352.500 raise, and right hander
John Dopson and Boston settled at 8265,000,
the same salary he earned last season The
last two San Francisco Giants in arbitration also
agreed to one year deals Pitcher Kelly Downs

afternoon

ipport of the
zh because
people felt
cost to partid to have an
ipate in the
tournament.
schools, but
; that it will
:c because of
most conagenda but

got 8525.000, a raise of 8100,000 over his
1990 base salary, and outfielder Mete K,ngery
got 1362.500, a raise of $187,500 Also, free
agent right-hander Jeff Robinson-agreed to a
one year contract with the California Angels
won a club option for 1992 There are 36 tree
agents remaining who have not yet agreed to
contracts for the 1991 season

Tennis
MELBOURNE, Australia - Top-seeded

Stefan

Edberg defeated Eduardo Masso 6 I. 6-2, 63

to advance to the third round of the Australian
Open In other seCOnd-round men's malchs.
third seeded Ivan Lend! beat Scott Davis 7-6
(7 3t, 6-3, 62, fifth seeded Conan Ivanisevic

'tat

7090

i0

Your Price Sl1 53

•

1991 Plymouth Acclaim

'0
JrimeS Edwards gave
P•slohS tOwards
me
Or
'ed JI•

•In the only other NBA game, the Los Angeae,
Layers beat Sacramento 93-78 James 1No- • .
matched h.s season-hgh with 36 points
••
Lake's won their fifth stratght game
EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic DivisionW L Pet
Bumf
29 147 611
806
PhitadeOha
22
16 14 457
WasNngton
15 20 425
Nevi York
10
New Jersey
kaarn
10 25
27 286
Central Division
27 1C
Chicago
Detroit
77 11
Mitwaukee
b 26 12 684
Atlanta
2114 23
15 583
indiana
Ciertnancl
12 25 318
324
11 24 1,4
Cha6one WESTERN
CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct
Sar A '
25 9 715
Ulan
25 12 676
19 18 514
Housto r
12 23
343
Dallas •r
12 23 343
Manesota
10 28 263
Orlando
716
Denver
Pacrfic Division8 29
PoUland
32 ; 821
Phoenii
24 11 686
24
686
LA Lake's
Golden Slate
20 16 556
Seatte
16 18 471
LA Clippers
113 25 342
Sacramento
8 26 235
' --Friday's
Games
New Jersey at Boston 6 30 p
30 prtr
Utah VOA
al Cleveland
Nevi
at Miami.66 30 pm
at PNIadelphia. 6 30
Golden StateAtlanta
Chicago at Dallas7 p7rn30 pm
LA Clippers at
San Antonio 730
Charlotte at Miwaukee
pm
Orlando
Deuce
at Phoenis. 8308 pm
Seam. xi LA Lakers, 930 pm
Washington al Portland. 930 pm
Seturday'sGame.
New Jersey at Atlanta.
830 p m
Ash at Indiana 630 pm
New YorkPhiladelpNa. 6 730pmpm
Golden State at Minnesota
Charlotte at Dallas
30 pm
LA Clippers at Houston. 730 Pm
San Amore, at Denver
30 p
Washington at Seattle
pm
Phm
oei 5,1,-,3,emo 9)0

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Sycamore St.

,

901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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This Week's Spacial;

4g. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink

-1-A ,-31 ,•

Spacial
Good
thru Jan. 19

GB
13
17
18

'259

Frichty Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets

6
6

Plus all the fixin's
and dessert bar.

$

95

IF Place Ain't Fancy but Silo is good Food
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
hi Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045 di
em.• ,P.
4 ,

:..1 .-.

DIAMOND CLUSTERS

55

99 PEPPERS
cv.
299
[Dodge g=,-

lilInout
Phifnauth

DaVrirarhf as:.

,....:7:::....
JEWELERS

•

•

-

0

Jeep
Eagle

Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

2400 East

- .
1114.' :I..
• • k ••j4.•W•
NO
••••

500.00
Factory Rebate
$
Your Price 14,278

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car and truck company"

.
4111n1

3k.

Automatic
ifi
---ar
ie-o- r7 ritiv,„„
Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Locks
Tilt/Cruise
Stic #100233
Split Bench Seat
Distinctive Landau
$16,128.00
List Price
Roof
1,340.45
Peppers Disc.
Drivers Air Bag

\....0r.V

753-8355

`--

1991 Lebaron Sedan

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices are plus tax, title, license and doc fee
after rebate. Dealer hold back and'or any factory to dealer incentive
retained by dealer $100 over invoice applied to dealer stock only.

..-!•••. tr.;
.. s

CENTER.H\

•••

45930

Your Price $11 5

CALL FOR THE LATEST LEASEINFO!!!

If you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION, call

OF MURRAY

500.00

Factory Rebate

GB

--.5,--5,.

4/--?INSURANCE

Automatic
Air Conditioning
_
Tilt/Cruise
Rear Defroster
3Split Bench Seat
5.A #t :::2
AM/FM Stereo
List Price
$12,958.00 Floor Mats (Front &
Rear)
998.70
Peppers Disc.
Drivers Air Bag.

4--„.---—
,

T.V0iitAt
IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
--.......k44.W
114 CARAT $
AND COULDN'T WORK,
CLUSTERSII
(
DIAMOND
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
r
,
ft...0
YOUR INCOME?
S
I
1/2.CARAT
Tim Herndon

-_•-, :--- w
------!

she 4w,v1 DreSe'

'"e F 00tDd

Division

21
25 21 103 53
48 165
21 25 2 44
16 25 6 "in
Division
26 15 ft 57 in'
5
'46
19 17 10 48 163 149
20
22 5 45 '!- ,-57
Quebec
10 30 8 26 175
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W L T Ptto GE GA
167 128
Chicago
32 14 4 68
Sr Lou,s
26
14 7 59 172 119
22 21 5 49 163 170
Detroit
13 28 8 34 146 174
Minnesota
Toronto
12 3' 4 28 115 196
Smyth* Division
5 142
Los Angeles
26 16
25
17 5 55 194 152
151
Calgary
Edmonton
22
182°
26 34 440'51?..r.1 41739
Vancouver
15 2? 8 38 158 He
Winnipeg

Automatic
Air Conditioning
Drivers Air Bag
C.-F-14
:T___
AM/FM Stereo
Rear Defroster
Floor Mats (Front &
Rear)
List

Price
S12,954.00
Peppers Disc.
'1,080.10
Factory Rebate
500.00
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'
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Basketball

NV Rangers
Phicadelph,a
Pittsburgh
WasNngton
NV islanders
Boston
Montreal
Buffalo
Hartford

24896

Your Price 91 3

1,500.00
5
Co
. mpletely
YOur Price s12 311"3 Loaded

Rangers 2, Boston 5, Los Angeles 3: P6P8burgh
6. Toronto 5 in oven,rne. EdmOnton 6, the New
York !Slanders 1. Minnesota 5, Wash hg'or
and Philadelphia 5, Quebec 1
WALES CONFERENCE
Punch
W L T Pts CF GA • 'on,
was • erc,oh
26 16 8 60 '84 1r,1
'LW
or
6 54 16 1 '6'
2' , 181
had 17 points, incluci.nrg
19 15
New Jersey
'riO Oul s'cos that sent 'he game n'o
a^d
06,0
P vons 'o ire
s•,i1 g''
"-J7 tf Tn., :
Adams
0 avion co, n no was say
26 18
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nen^0
benr.'
e

he OVC Was
)osal which
have seven
ien's sports.
)VC schools
port.
xample. will
ns sport to
irony of the
convention
C voted for
10 cut progOs, the net
y an increase
r to maintain

List Price
$13,560.00
Peppers Disc.
811.04
Factory Rebate 1,500.00

4.

friONOLUI U - SCOT1
his PGA To.."
6? that gave him a or i• •
round of the Hawaiian 'T;.
)••-•
five

Dy the Blues, whO neil 11-i,
Canadiens to one goal in vcnning the :1,s1 'avO ,With
games
•Elsewhere, it was Ch,cago 3, the New iork

dpoint. most
arships and
on of athreng table did

:

eruela Miareoa i

with

5:i.c #100002

Factory Rebate

EAST

94 New Hampshire 75
..elaware 113
Cent Connecticut St 84
a • fagn r,CA neon
73 Mount St "Mary s ki
riuts'ra 69 MC Batamore
County 63
la 588*84 Loyem, Me 14
lvta,tallan, 55 Niagara 52
1451-51 78 Brooklyn Col 68
83 Rhode Istand 65
,13ers 8-0 George Wasrungion
•
NY 84 Morrno,.. 75 '4
'
68
63
Coigete 73
SOUTH
A,

ri

'

-Joe.'
moo

Automatic

31 8 V-8
,
..,.
3..... Automatic
No . Power
WindowsiLocks
Tilt/Cruise
• Stk. #100115
Sliding Glass
$15,564.00 Chrome Bumpers
List Price
Peppers Disc.
1,752.20 Power 6x9 Mirrors

r•

, t0CuS On

318 V-8
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1991 Dodge D-150

1991 Dodge D-150 L.E.
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OVER INVOICE

753-8355

C:

Coverage pitai,s.

Priced $ 10a

Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo
2-Tone Paint
Rear Step Bumper
Full Size Spare
Cloth Bench Seat
6x9 Chrome Mirrors

Famous Recipe Classic tRound•rogain
eskle Co 65
iionands
RA,/ Cenriar
Newpoo
79 North Harthn 78
News.," Catholic
Ohio
Co
68
Tlignman 70, Con Osmotic
68
corky, '21. Tollesboro 77
5,mcson
Cc*
Scott
58
A,,t)WAI CO 68 Con eory Cross 58
Statewide
iptvo, 81
Gatia Scores
Noon
1..,o,--041 Co 64. CJrntierland Co56
.
95 Jackson City 41
81 Trig' Co 6,
64
Cenral ho

High school scores

Seattle
Tampa Bay

departments

Hockey

push for the reform and cost conLonment . that. continue to be the

901 Sycamore

David King

i•

may be giving up as we

.

'Your more than one company agency."

never been to the Super Bowl

YORK - The US Army withdrew is
commercials from Sunday's NFL conference
championship games
CBS and NBC
other advertisers
the country was right
tootbaH d,•
irig wartime The networks. meanwhile, kept
c1ose contact with the NI L Whi,e it was not
Quite business as usual. CBS and NBC were
poised to forge ahead with
rrodif ,ed to the needs of .he , r n ews

what we

PAGE 11

WINNING
COMBINATIONS

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Only 10 of the NFL's 28 teams have

• • • •

NEW

good !lir intercollegiate athletics
and good for our colleges and um
he determined in th,..
Hive
I hope that as we proceed down
this 'road. we are very conscious of

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Never played a Super Bowl

not

Obviously, the Presidents at
most of the schools did not feel
that way, hut I think we should bc
concerned about pushing to IL
point that we drive away the goose
that laid the golden egg.
If the big schools leave, they
definitely will take the big-time
basketball and football money with
them, and the rest of us may get to
return to a true " amateur staIllS.
Whether This is..goud..far America

SCOREBOARD

Sports facts

NEW YORK -- Sunday's conference ceampron
ship games and the Super Bowl are expected
to be played despite the Persian Gulf war, NFL
commissioner Paul Tagliabue said We recogrnie that the American people will
be para
lyre(' by the events in the Middle Fast or allow
the fabric of daily life to be destroyed,"
Tagirabue said in a written statement We thus
expect to play S'unday's conference champ.Or•
ship games and the Super Bowl as scheduled
The commissioner said the NFL is taking ail
necessary secun'y measures" for the upcorn-ng
games

ut

plC

Actions& Reactions

ack in l9X--1
ent's Comat had done
as reads to
would deal
mi student f Division I.
lenc dorms.
its in schostaffs and

I

through this annual cleansing of the
soul at every NCAA Convention
and still basically shy away from
tts ultimate question, which is in
1991 can big-time college football
and basketball still maintain amateur status?
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Racer
Illustrated
This'• it'

Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon thro Fr.

,Unbeatable
Prices
Are
Our Goal!
IIIIAL-1111ART
Hwy. 641 North

Good Luck
Racers

T ar/4/ I N G
24 HOUR

5.

Tennessee State Tigers (.3-12, 0-3)

Thornton Tile
& Marble
Your Local Marble
Manufacturer

rsored by Your Local Businesses

Caulk ,\ tilt NIttrra State Racers (13-6, 2-0)

Where Quality
Counts

t12 South 9th St
Murray KY 4207 1
5021 753 5719

IV

LArriarv 14), 1991
Ruk,r .1rena (i,350) ,
Keniurky

The Coaches
Steve Newton
A 1'00 graduate of Indian., \;ate 1
h r,,, •
head coach of the Racers
Conference Coach ot th 1
Murra State coaching gaff.
Ron (•recne I)uring hi- t.nurN1s, t
percentage
Newt,,n reac.1L,1 loo
• \t
• Ahernarhy
In his second %ear at
ring 11
as,i,tant
..iduatei N1rehead '..t.tt t
four '.ear s at

St.

•

,
•

\Lite,Kin
I
nr•el

Racers Tops in OVC Wins

ht 7

• ,tth ion as
By virtue of their 70-66 win at Middle
! Pm.; ()hit) Tennessee on Monday, the Racers find
ot the themselves hut one-half game behind
h under 'Tennessee Tech in the early-season OVC
Aandings.
Charter members of the ()VC, Murra State also is at the top of the league
composite standings. The Racers' 10
league titles also leads current OW
schools.
ii Atter
\her-

,

Probable Slat
Afturay Alai( (13 2-0)
1- •4 \.,
9. - 7 Jr
;tt
(t)ttic (f) ;,
(
*. 2r.+it
Pa:11 King if, .4.
\r
rank .A'11:n
;

OVC Men's Standings, 1/17/91
OVC W-L All W-L
Tennessee Tech
3-0
8-8
Murray State
2-0
13-6
I astern Kentucky
2-1
9-4
Austin Peay
1-1
8-8
Morehead State
1-2
8-5
\fiddle Tennessee 0-2
10-4
Tennessee State
3-12A 11-Time OVCRecord(current menthe's)
Tilks OVC W-1. Pct.
Murray State
10
316-225 .584
Frisirrn Kentucky 6
2%-243 .549
Morehead State
8
269-265 .504
Austin Peay
3
166-208 .444
*I enrwssee-Tech
224-297 .430
4
Middle Tennessee 5
211-285 .425
Tennessee State
0
.">‘.;1
9-23

Tennessee State (3-12, a 3)
1,Jr
I- 4: Nico Childs (6-6 1 2, 221..
" Arithoni. Rurv.ell (6 10,
4 Kevin Howard (r,
(, 1,, Patrick Robin -n

I ;2 I. Parker

McCLARD'S
601 Main St.
Night
753-1234 or
753-1830

Day
753-9132

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!
FORD
MERCURY

LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury,Inc
Since 1928
701 Main St. 75,3-5273
'The Experienced Travel
Agency'

c.:13e
el

From all your tnends at
For What It's Worth

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Starters Compartson
Position
erage
i1- .rw ard
e,
t en-ter
;
(ivard
Total
6-5.4, 24.3

401 Olive St.

Go with the
Winners...
tin
acution
,Vlation .1
11'‘%11 ‘1.1%1

The Series With Ten th-..•

5% inner
!NC:Array

121 Bypass
\liiii iv. Ketitlickv 42071

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES
P.

Murray's Only $3,000 and
Under Cot Lot.

Senior forward John (Tree) Jackson
earned ()VC Newcomer of the Week
honors after games against Georgia
Southern, 1CPU-Indianapolis and
Middle Tennessee.
Jackson scored 37 points and claimed
40 rebounds while shooting better than
60 percent from the field (17 of 28). He
recorded nine points and 10 rebounds
against Middle Tennessee on Monday
after scoring 18 points and grabbing a
career-high 17 boards against 1UPUI
on Saturday.
Jackson currently averages 8.8 points
and 8.5 rebounds and leads the team
with a .555 field goal percentage.

,,f t

rriv:

Last ~fluff; fel) 10, IWO,

4314 viiiirrY1 1111/.1"Q

1502) 753-TRIP (8747)

Sue
M..rrat.

Afurra., ,
All- ;Ito; • ;

411.1, c

`.1

:

:

▪ NP .t.`1 ,-1'...11

I

1 t„ri•
it

Re...1r%

tia'!;.rnt

•

; 1:

t•;1 Vt, Ms..t. 14 1 •-; f':
2-2 liar:lint

1•t_. 42,rt1:1•is
••

(.)i;cy i4urwc1

'453
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On This Date
ray State is 11-*, on Jan 1,, home. The Racers hx.c played 11 OVi
games on this date, v.-inning Ii'.:
It was on this date in 1Y2 that
lost a wild 103-101 overtin::: (,,nte,t
Kentucky Wesleyan. Forty f,
caL,1
in the game,and Bennie Purcell !dun.L d
45 field ea) atternpv, both school records.
III

4 •-'
t(,C

1959 ..East Tennessee
HW .... 73-62
1%3.Morehead State _.... HL .... 90-73
1970 .. W. Kentucky
RL .... 85-75
1972 „Corks Christi
HW .... 82-52
1974 .. East Tennessee
RW 67-65
1976 .. Morehead State
HL .... 83-75
1980 .. Middle Tennessee HW 61-53
1984 .. E. Kentucky
HW ....66-60
RL 53-51
1985 .. E. Kentucky
1987 ..Akron
RL .... 76-70

MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY'

CAR CARE
*Tune-Ups
*Oil Changes'
•Brake Work
•Mufflers
•General Service Work
•"Allen Smart Engine
Analyzer"

pro/tech
AUTO CENTER
200 N. 4th St., Murray

•
753-8001

Mos.-Fri. 8-5

liDD
Your Local Long
Distance Company
"Because we're here and these
other guys, well, they're there.'

I-800-333-1708
Paducah (502) 444-0520

753-9586

Bud &
Natural
Bud Light Li ht
8779
S 19

slog

Pepsi
Pepsi

1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby s Dixieland Center)

t...-

'foti

300 S 4111

Patty Greenway
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins

759-1074 1-800-634-490
Tree-mendous

Si-Still'

Pr., • Will
Ito NI S. 'vir(''.

.rhe Racers, are undefeated in the six
'Nimes this season in which their bench
ha,outscored the opponents' bench.
On the other hand, when the Racers'
bench has been outscored, Murray's
record is 7-6.

S5
12 151,"

Good thru 1-21-91

g"?ticie
IT MART
•
541 South Puryear TN

OPEN
24 HOURS
Great Kerr McGee Gas
Vlsa-Mast.erCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

Racer
Oil Co.
753-0858
1000 Chestnut • Murray
AA A AL A

1,00KIN' 641 SUPER SHELL
GOOD!
"Service is our business

Before the gamstop by for a
visit with
Ron & Joyce &Win
and the crew ut

STOCKADE
SIRLOIN
753-0440
Bel-Air Center

Cunningham
Auto Repair
502 75:1 6831
619 5 111. Slut I • Murray

,
insurance,
Asit: that Lite
is. State Auto

••

offers comprehensive
and attractively priced life products
to serve you and your family's
needs for the rest of your iite

Call Us Today

Total car care from tune ups
to inapt overhauls"

Shell

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT

An in-depth automotive air conditioning
and heating service
and repair performed

by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly ofRo Ho.

Oen McNutt
SOuthalde Cn.

STARK AIJTO
raularca Comoines

sq. 753-4451

4
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Scott Paper incentives
win approval from Assembly

FRIDAY, JANUARY 18, 1991

Iraqi war puts damper on political
pronouncements, political celebrations

Contest winners

FRANKFOR1, Ky. (AP) -- The
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
package of loans, bonds, grants,
:rats and other inducements to
lure Scott Paper Co. to build a
S500 million plant in Daviess
County has received a warm legislative welcome.
The incentives were unanimously approved by the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee
Thursday. They will likely go to a
vote in the full House next week.
The value of the incentives to
the company and their cost to the
_state are still_ the subject of some
debate and interpretation..
. Technically," the bill calls for
outright expenditures by the state
of S14.9 million, including S7.5
million for highway improvements
and construction of an access road
to the plant site.
Additional funds would be provided through existing programs or
hond sales.
The Kentucky Rural Economic
Development Authority will sell
S25 million in bonds that will be
—thQ obligation of Scott Paper. But if
the company meets employment
and profit standards, it will he able
to take tax credits for the full
amount of the repayment of those
bonds over 20 years, a figure Economic Development Cabinet offi‘.ials said could he as much as S50

million.
But Jeff Noel, director of administrative services for the cabinet,
stressed that was not a true cost to
the state because Scott would he
paying ,no taxes without the
expansion.
"We intend to begin construction in early 1992," said Scott
spokesman Rutile Harris.
The only sour note about the
proposal was sounded by Rep
Hank Hancock, D-Frankfort, who
complained that taking S7.5 million
from the Road Fund for ,the,.
improvements to U.S. 60 and an
access road strapped the fund. Hancock said the money should have
come from the General Fund, hut
officials noted that virtually all
highway projects are paid from the
Road Fund.
The committee also heard a
report on the incentivos oflered to
Delta Air Lines to expand operations at Greater Cincinnati International Airport in Boone County.
The bill authorizing those inducements is expected to originate in
the Senate.
The Scott plant is to manufacture
a variety of paper products, such js
paper towels and tissue paper.
Most of the raw material tor the
products will he recycled xx jSle
paNT.

Security at exhibit tightened
after animals killed, released
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP)
Animals, at a Land Between the
Lakes wildlife exhibit have been let
out of their cages and some app.&
w.e.re killed teXently, prompting tighter security for endangered
wolves that soon will arrive.
Two penned coyotes on display
at the Woodland Nature Center
apparently were killed in their
enclosure and packed away by
intruders late last month, Tenbessee Valley Authority officials said
Wednesday.
"Blood was found in the pen
and a blood trail led down the hill
to. a. road where we assume they
were loaded in a vehicle," said
Scott Seiher. a I.and Between the
Lakes visitor_relations specialist.
Workers arrived one day in late
October to find an open gate on a
pen and ,the deer that had been
inside were missing. said John
Mechler. a LB1.. recreation
manager
Although there were no signs of
actual harm to the deer; the workers found three arrows, suggesting
that the animals were shot at with a
how, Mechler said.
Officials at the center expect to
receive two red wolves, classified
as federally endangered, as early as
Jan. 29. But the recent crimes
involving the coyotes and deer
prompted the installation-- of - a
sophisticated electronic security
system on the enclosure being prepared for the wolves.
Red wolves, once native to the
Southeast, are one of the nation's
most,endangered species. About 70
are alive, most in captivity.
One male and one female are
tieing shipped to the center and
officials hope they will become a
mating pair, producing young to
preserve the species. There is no
plan to release them from captivity.
"The purpose of the wildlife
exhibits is to teach people about
their role in the environment," said
Ed Ray, an interpretive naturalist at
tfie center.
A S1,000 reward has been posted
for information leading to an arrest
in the disappearance of the coyotes.
"We were not breeding them to
introduce them into the area," Ray
said of the coyotes. "They were
for exhibit, for educational
purposes.''
Since the deer were released,
four of them, accustomed to life in
the enclosure, returned on their

Ii, officials said
The nature center plans to
acquire additional coyotes for dixplay and, when funds allow, construction of a new deer pen More
deer probably will he a- cquired or
the display then, 0!:Icias said
lhe Land Between the Lakes
Association, a pro, ate support
group, has targeted a new deer pen
as a top priority for fund-raising.
"the maximum penalty for' die
crimes involving the coyotes and
deer •7 destr1;ction of federal propis
ertx . xx li.L ii the animals were
fine of up to S10,000 and a pris
01 I/I) 10 one year.
Sher said un injuries or damage inxolxing an endangered species like the red wolf could draw
stiller penaltics
up to a S50,001)
fine and a year in prison

outbreak of .w4.r in the Middle East
took the steam out of some planned
political celebrations.
I his is not a day for politics,1.d Logsdon. a Democratic candidate for agriculture commissioner.
Winchester. La,
•!' for months. He was at
to make the rituai
hut tossed aside the
peppy speech about hay lire in my stomach to win
if
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- John
A. Williams, a Paducah compute'
executive, is the ninth appointee to
the newly constituted State Board
for Elementary and Secondary
Education.
Williams, chairman of Computer
Services Inc., will represent the
first Supreme Court district for a
term that will expire on April 14,
1994.
He was appointed Thursday by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who is
charged by the 1990 Education
Reform Act of placing II members
on a new state board.

!Ire in the stornaL11,
nc'CC± to 'hzt-",:- rf

On Jan, 8, the Murray Optimist Club presen1ed awards to this ear's
essay contest winners. The theme for this vear's essa), was -Freedom A Right Or a Privilege." First place essay winners will compete at the
stale level. The club would like to thank Linda Coleman of the( altway
High School English Department for her support in this
project. Pictured above are (left to right) Linda Coleman. tea( her,
Dale ‘IcCallon, second place winner; April lios‘vell, first place ‘irint r
and Jerr% Smith, Optimist President. Not pictured is I raN is 1 ur our.
third place v inner.
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Physician's assistant backs up M.D.
By Peter H t.ott, M Is

tough choices. such as deciding gens)or a course of desensitization invvhat - wrong with you and prescrib- jections Therefore. I believe you
DEAR DR 1;r4fIsT What t
ing Lherapv PA s are hired to help should continue to seek out an aller1.IZANKI.OR I, Ky. (Al',
comments on .in M D hiring a phy
not to substitute for them I gist to help you
State AgricultUre Commissioner clan's assistant to Wf• patient' in tii- rioet.its
think you an talk out the problem
Remember that "sinus trouble" can
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE

•

BOBBY WOLFF

•
"Out of this nettle, danger. we pluck
this flower, safety.
•
Shakespeare

Ji A
NORTH
•K 9 8 4
IFAQJ
•A
4, A 8 7 6 2
EAST
WEST
•J 10 3 2
•- K
10 8 5 4 2
It's easy to go wrong in today's •J 9 7 6 5
•K Q 10 83
40-Q 5
game. Try it._ After winning dum- •K J 10
my's diamond ace, what do you do
SOUTH
next?
•A Q 7 6 5
V 96 3
•4 2
You might see only a possible
+94 .'r
heart loser to go with two club losVulnerable. Neither
ers. Should you.attempt to establish
Dealer North
the club suit to avoid risking the
The bidding
heati finesse?
West'
North East
South
2•
•
1+
4
Pass
3•
Pass
3*
This is certainly a possible line of
PaSs
4•
Pass
Pass
play. But this line of thought puts
Opening lead Diamond six
the emphasis on making possible
overtricks instead of playing as
BID WITH THE ACES
safely as possible for the contract.
B
South holds
•.1 10 3 2
If you carelessly try a low spade
•K
from dummy to your ace or queen,
•K Q 1083
the game is doomed The defenders
•Q5
get two clubs, a heart and a spade
North South
for one down
9
1V
ANSWER: Two diamonds. Do not
Since the only danger to the hand
bid one spade -to keep the bidding
lies with a 4-0 trump break with
low With strength enough for a
East, you should cash dummy's
two-over-one response, choose the
spade king first When West dislonger suit first.
cards to expose the position, repeatSend bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
ed finesses against East eliminate
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed
the trump loser, and instead of nine
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1991 ['ruled re.iture Syndh
tricks, you get home safely with 10.

•
•
•
•
•

Profile '91

•

A comprehensive overall view of Murray and
Calloway County put together in 6 new sections.

-

✓

4-0520

Williams named
to serve as 9th
appointee to board

PAGE I.

•
•
•

M urray and Calloway County. Deadline Jan. 11.

•

niversity and School Systems. Deadline Jan,- 25.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R etail. Deadline Feb. 8.
R etail. Deadline Feb. 8.
A griculture and Industry. Deadline Feb. 22.
Y outh and Recreation. Deadline Feb. 22

•

Don't Be Lejt Out!

•

Profile '91 Will Be Published March 7th.

•

For More Information Call:

•

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
commercial

•
•

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fain
11.1, N1, Fiume%

61i S. Ith

St.
MILIEI .1), K.

753-0:362

Wiray Ledger & Times

•

Advertising Department

•
•

Lo
6 a.m
-19 pm
We Want To Be
Daily
ea
*n
i7 est Nirart 1 2ttl & Sycamore Your Place!

753-1916

•
•

Fran Faith
Mary Ann Orr
•
Laura Dougherty
Angie Herndon
•
•L• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m.'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available
=NI
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aims:aims
010

013
Legal
Node,

Legal
Hoke

LAO
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray, Kentucky is
requesting bids for an annual fiscal audit of its
books and records for penod ending March 11,
1991 Bids must be sealed A copy of the contract
may be attained at the Housing Authority office
The Housing Authority of Murray reserves the
right to reject any and all bids if deemed to be in
the best interest of the Authority
Bid opening date March 8, 1991, 4 00 pm
Housing Authority of Murray
716 Nash Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

THE FAR SIDE

INEXPENSIVE
PROFITA13LE

LEGAL NOTICE
A legal action has been filed in Calloway Circuit Court. styled 'TURNER
VS.TURNER,E'AL" Civil Action No.91-CI-005. by Vila Turner. surviving
spouse of Truman Turner to quiet title to the following real property located in
Coldwater, Kentucky:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the Community of
Coldwater, County of Calloway. State of Kentucky, being a part of the
East half of the Southeast Quarter. Section 8, Township 2, Range 3 East
and being further described as follows:
Beginning at A point kicated 30' south of the centerline of Kentucky
Highway 121 and 222.09' cast of the centerline of Snow Road: said point
being the northwest corner of the tract described herein; thence; from said
point of beginning 30'from and parallel to the centerline of said Highway
121, south 8° 0008'east 142.38' to a 1(2" diameter rehar at the northwest
corner of the Fred Broach Property; thence, with said Broach's line south
5' 1033" west! 12.59' to the corner of the Vila Turner Property described
in DeedBook 97,Page 437; thence, with said Turner's north line north 85"
53':11" west 132.67' to the northwest corner of said Turner tract and the
southwest corner of the first lot so/0o T.J. Nix by Wraers
th (see Deed
Book Y. Page 379i: thence, north 1° 01' 20" east 127.38' to the point of
t?e$ r#.10!

By GARY LARSON
ADVERTISEMEN1 FOR PROPOSAL
Scaled proposals will be received by the Roani
of Education of the Murray Independent School
District until L(X) p.m., January 25. 1991 at the
Board of Education Office, 9th & Poplar, Murray.
KentuAy. for the purchase of.

Food and Supplies for Food Service

Lordy, Lordy
Look Who's
Forty!!
. FACE BRICK

This tract contains 0.3770 acres and is all ofthat property not heretofore
convqed . by deed of record to Truman and Vila Turner, but which
contains the dwelling Andrea] property that has been possessed since 1884
by Turner andlor their predecessors.

Specifications and bidder qualifications may be
secured from the office of the Food Service
Director The right to reject any and all bids, waiver
:rnformaimes and to accept the lowest and/or best
proposal is reserved by the Board of Education
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This description was prepared by Valdis Lapstns, Associates, registered
surveyor.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER

—

This action was brought because the Plaintiffs deed to the property did not
adequately describe the above property. However, the Plaintiff claims that she
and her husband have possessed the property as their own since 1939.and have
paid all property taxes during the time of their ownership.

AA( f

ALLIANCE

Any person who believes they have a legal or equitable claim to all or a
portion of the above-described property must file their claim into the Court and
to Plaintiffs attorney within 30 days of this notice. Attorney Rick Lamkin has
been appointed by the Court to notify Jennings Turner and his heirs, and T.J.
Nix and his heirs of this action. Jennings Turner and T.J. Nix are named as
Defendants in this action because they were prior owners of the subject
property. A plat of the subject property is available for inspection at the law
office of C. Mark Blankenship, 204 South Sixth Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071.

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'al' Cer
:t:t: r1t2E
$261362 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
*Pius To Lb* & L•censa
48 No Closed End crease

DAttlITER
AGE 197

'SON OR

C MARK BLANKENSHIP,
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF

-Oh gross'

Unless still in School
or ` College, their
family group. hospital
insurance- may ,hav e.
expired due to age
Our most popular Ma
jor Medical Policy of

020

PEANUTS

None*
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SWEAT PLUS
a* impact aceobcs class
wil resume the week of
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GARFIELD
CAN

NEVER

OF
WHAT TO 5A1
AT THE
GENERAL 5
PARTIEs
THINK

ON, JUST :GT
DOWN THINE'S
IOU WANT TO
SAY ON A
CARP

Effective January
15, 1991, the City
of Murray Landfill
will no longer .be 'able to accept used
tires for disposal.
This action has
been necessitated
due to new Ky.
Solid Waste Management Regulations adopted in
1990. The City is
currently attempting to identify alternate means of
tire disposal and
will notify area residents as soon as a,
solution has been
identified.

Ward•Elkins
753-1713

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
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and
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"

Learn this trade, we

VICES

instii uctions,
check

for

parts,

assembly

Call (404) 426 0672

Ext

DB520

Excellent
assemble pro
ducts from your home
ASSEMBLERS

ACROSS

rThaTirWrilnra'
JON THERE 5 AN
ELEVEN FOOT WOMAN
AT THE DOOR WITH
A CHAIN SAW

SOAP

Go eir= -0 ue
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37
40
41
42

Allegiance
Rubber tree
Exist
Long-legged
birds
45 Schoolb000
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50 Youngster
52 Challenge
53 .Off
54 Parisian
summer
55 River in
Siberia
56 Former
Russian ruler
57 Lair
58
Side
Story

iroung
horse
5 Put in place
e Bridge term
12 Toward
shelter
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pagoda
'4 Weary
15 Locator
16 Skin
1.7 Spoken.
18 inn
20 Absolute
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22 Cloth
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33 Mollify
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appointment

own
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person
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DRIVERS and inside personnel needed for restaurant Apply in person Classic
Diners Central Shopping
C.enter..fylorray. b9hvggri.
10am 4pm

Government is
000
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$16,500 -$62

year
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snapshots4. Noieopeftenoe
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currency
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43 Soviet news
agency
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You may qualify if •You do
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proiect
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CLASSIFIEDS

Miiirray Ledger & Times

, Lordy
Who's
rty!!

WENDY'S is malt,/ hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
NEED private home care- at the store between 2 and
taker Variety of hours 4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
,to ,star t_ Call St. Murray,
753 2295
NOW HIRING Manager,
assistant manager, and attendants for gas and convenience store Reply to
PO eox 1040J, Murray, Ky
42071

BRICK
Start At
1CP1 r.1

ELL &
INC.
s Sth-M2S

INSTRUCTION
IAN TO DRIVE
:TOR-TRAILER

.4 Mt* vf
(
.Y4 T 041.14•
AR(

IANCE

F. 197
II in School
ege,

IMMEDIATE opening Ex
penenced auto body repair
man Salary negotiable
with benefits 753 8064

their

aup host
may ,1111,

lue to age

WANTED Secretary/
Bookkeeper 2yrs expert
once in practical account
ing procedures and compu
for operations Job will be
with service related company Base pay negotiable
according to experience
Send resume to PO Box
328 or call 753-3914

PHONE SALES Earn extra
cash doing full time or part
dray or evening phone
sales No experience
nccessary Cheerful, pool
tive personality helpful
Ideal fdr siechint, - home
makers and retirees Salary
plus incentive bonuses
759 1228

BABYSITTING in my
home
References
759 4490
BABYSITTING in my home
evenings or nights
753-1182
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable, 8yrs capon
ence References supplied
435 4146
BABYSITTING in my home
afternoon arid nights
759-1683

REGISTERED NIJRSES
The Purchase Dietrict I will do babysitting in my
Health Departmeet has home Mon Fri New Corn
publ,c health nurse open cord area 436-2299
ings in McCracken and CalI-oway Counties Also an RESPONSIBLE 20yr old
openieg exists for a regis will babysit in your home
tered nurse to provide Mon -Fri nights Call
753 5713
services
schiedeled
and csiechaty Leenniunic WILL babysit small children
able hirseace set,ices and also sit with the sick Sr
throughout tH: ae.,a Full.
elderly Have own transeor
time and alternate work tation Have refr,ri
sciedeies wi be conced
43C-2305
Ler,
iiecd
WILL cook, clean,
AT'y
reaee in!:rot year of Children, care for elder,
errici.eyieent Salary based disabled 753 2240
experience
ard I':.l of reciponcibil,ty
i:nrinsd.:ted
rsqui;ed. ReFor Sale
'•,c.. for
Cr Trade

M
\-\I Ft F.5
1.10 \ .‘ I It ES E.% 1S
111. RS'S
"ifl I's It
1\ 'Ii Itir Sr I hod
.
Sal,. I

-

SPA for sale 753 3188
ter 6pm

TOPPS baseball cards to
sale cheap 1980-1988
Cali after 5pm 759 1954

213R duplex Appliances
urnished Nice neighbor
hood $310/mo 759 4406

WOODEN storage buildings 8x16' starts at $1095,
10x16 $142450, 123(24'
$2395 Other sizes available Acre() Portable Buildings 502-247 7831

2BR duplex apartment in
quiet residential neighborhood near university Ideal
for couple or retired person
$2751mo 753-8096 or
753 2633

STEEL toe work boot-, ter
men apt:U.1.1es
Crop -,
rubber boots Camou'la ;.
clothing New arid
Business
guns Jerry s Sportm;
Services
Goods Fq P, V,' 1' ..! May
PRIVATE
Investigator with
field h
22 fiars city and state inSUNTAN Salon going ceit vestigation experience
of business For sale 12 •Accdent 'Criminal 'Civil
Wolff tanning beds new
'Personal or Corporate
used $500 and '4, V.'
•Micesin4. Persons Your
finance 753 9274
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations.
WOOD Master insert thermn
i 502)753 2641
control, twin motors $150
759-4521
SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales, serviee, supplies, parts and
rental units Local com- pany Call 1 800 248-4319
Appliances
-EROS TFREE refrigerater
aril - roe-tire:0es r'-.an
electric rar
able' 492 8705 a'ter

Mobile
Homes For Sale

KENMORE large 5:4.,
washer/dryer F.
condi:or, Just ••
doesii 1 t urea
$425 L.
Call 753 1000 evening.,

CLEARANCE
SALE
New 1990 14x64
3 bedroom, 1
bath, delivered &
set up

WASHER dryer dsp
freeze ahit retri:;-rater
753 463.1

$10,920.00
Horne
Furnishings

Call Bill Cook
644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568
LED 2br,
.$2590
,r•A,
4j11, 437-4511
tdi
4

$19h.00
1

setup() A C. Keith
Hwy 791:.
6-1 4-H.12,

it .,,Iii r

rnprehensis

it reasonable

r free infor

all

tor work Tr,
Godec, guns
at 753 7300.:
.:"12 Direc"or
or
50244496 2 5
247 11...0 El,"..i-LIAL OP,
140
EMPLOYER
Want
To Buy
rrliatiLi

ac('rinnell

NURSES

'e' p53-4199
aszr, yer.o.x •

gelp
anted

Immediate lull time,.
part time RN & LPN
;7•ositens (ipen . -in

/2 2BR 2bath on
- 20 lot 3 miles east
$25,000 firm

ANT1OUES by the piece
ollections Call 753 942. •
atter- 5pm
CASH for motelc. dc.,ee,
ir..s and dreS V.,
recem 527 9043

_

medicalisurgical
USED and rint.1,r.,
areas. Salary a) com' tun: g
mensurate with ex901-642 62
perience. Call ComHospital.
munity
Mayfield, Ky. 502:47-5211 Ext. 130

ost
Found

75 -J 1473
ar'

E OUR DE "
-n this trade, we
ictions parts
for assembly
426 0672 Ext

RS Excellent
assemble proyour home
700 DEPT

New Year in
✓ career Call
753 0171 In
Be your
Free gift with

ION cook, wait
up person at
country store
>t be quick on
and willing to
tin right person
isehart s Groc
iay 753 0877

ind inside period for restaurperson Classic
avail Shopping
rray„.between.

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

APRICOT F-10 competer
Hard disk drive inceedes
Lotus 1 2-3 word star. pr;
WANTED Experienced._ .wete....geen_chsk.top m.cro
pest control route service soft pak, $500,'52' ceiling
t6ch-nician. Certifitation
fan with lt so:Tardy
category 7A and 7B, pre 1000 256-K - with tots of
fern:rib-tit not aUFGo
program, $300. Emerson
base pay and tenet
home stereo, turntable AM:
Apply in person McCv
FM and tape deck, $75
Pest Control 641N
753-8809

Gloria's Fitness Salon
Open For Business
January 14th 10 a.m. to 6 p.m':
Monday thru Friday

)IATE OPENED a Job? A
? for the future?
salify if You do
Ito GED or high
oma. 'You are
U ages of 16 &
an E 0 E This
funded by the
Dntuciiy Private
ouncrl- J T P.A
Out Of School
9 3 7 8 ,
)a m

Court
to
Close
Square on 5th St
S160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

ViA •
book
Chen
$175

155
Antiques
NEW shipment. Sweet Nei
ies, Draffenville Oak war
drobes, Indian rugs, tea
cart, highly carved center
table, birdseye maple twin
beds, court cabinet with
glass
stained
502•527- 1018 Winte,
hours Thur-Sat 10 5, Sun
day 1-5pm

Two-Office Suite
with reception area.

Downtown Murray,
500 Maple

753-8964
Want
To Rent

FRONTEND loader toucke
7ft wide $200 432-8516

Southside Shopping Center
10% Discount For Senior Citizens

210

HOME RUN
:\HOBBY SHOP
0
'
1 '
1

4 CAR onop with
753-9386 753-4509

310

I Month Toning Unlimited
$39.95 Suntan W/Toning
1/2 Price 300 Minutes For $15.00

4th and Sycamore
759-1521
Home 753-1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
We- 'have' the largest selection of sports
cards, packs, and supplies in Murray.

Firewood
FIREWOOD Seasoned o
green $30/rick delivered.
474-2318
A FIREWOOD for sale
137-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562,
436-2758
..
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753 5476
WOOD for sale 753 9745

20
Miscellaneous

JOB OPENING
The Murray Police Department will accept
applications for the position of Police
Officer, entry level position Grade 14,
annual salary $14,319 Written and physical examinations required. Must have a
high school diploma or GED equivalent,
satisfactory MVR record wtth no DUI
record during the past five years. Applications are available in the City Clerk's
Office, City Hall Building,8:00 a.m.to 5:00
p m , Monday through Friday Deadline
for submitting applications is Tuesday,
January 22, 1991 The City of Murray is an
EEO employer operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.

FABRIC*FABRICTABRIC
OFF SALE Countr: Remnants Hwy 68 641 Dratfenville, Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon-Sat
10-5pm
PROOF sets and silver dollars make fine presents for
every occasion' If we don't _
have the date you need,
well get it at no extra cost to
you Check our U S and
foreign coins, proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Stordr(Hazel)
and Treasure House (Murray) Special discounts now
available We buy coins
and offer professional appraisals of estates
753 4161

BRAND new 3br duplex 2
full baths, with shower
Central ,heat/air, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher furnished Concrete driveway
No pets allowed Applications now being taken
753 9400 or 435-4214 after
7pm
1 or 2BR apartment near
downtown 753-4109
NEW 2br duplex Appliances, energy efficient,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
ONE room, partially furnished sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen and bathLo400MS, central H/A
cated 11i blocks from Faculty Hall $125/mo including utilities Call Camela at
753-1492
ROOMMATE to share
apartment $150/mo plus
utilities 1412F Stadium
View Dr 812-937-4608,
753-8011, after 114-91
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502 437 4113 EHO

110
Lois
For Sale
LAND for sale Must seal
ice 5 lots, Chipwood Estates .$3500 and closing
takes all. 703-872-7066.
dfin

Homes
For Sale
3BR 2 acres 6 miles west
of Murray $45,000
489 2303

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
19111 \ I 11th

UPSTAIRS 1br apartment
Call 753-6148 after 6pm
WE have nice 2br dup exes 2bd townhouses,
also 2br, 2 bath with den
$375 5500/mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

si

107 1W(X)IX;ATF., DR.
Executive home new on
market Quality features, peat
coo 1 bit 25 ha 2 ca
rage S111.500 759-9593
MEAT HOME GREA7
RA/CA.110Ni1
1 bit 2ba
nck ranch in best area
reduced to $87,501) Owne
relocating 304 Oakdale Dr
751 5676
HOME ON D()RAN
ROAD!
Beautifully
eoorated 1 bd , 2ba brick on
oilier lot 2 car garage plus
ALIO detached garage 1201
Doran Rd St 14,500 753-4455

The New Revolution
In Real Estate
38R brick near university
Immaculate 753-4684
480
Auto
Serikes
ALL auto repair 753 4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1974 OLDSMOBILE Cut
ass Supreme Good me
chanically 753 4120 after
5pm
1976 LTD 2 door, brown
over brown, brown interior,
Looks, runs excellent $775
negotiable 753 8165 after
6pm

I •.

Business
Rentals

Government is
,500-$62 000
Amazing ressage reveals
1)642-1416

or taking easy
No-exper*noe
100 Call
2 3 0 3 6 36
1) or Write
161 S Linrth Aurora IL

r

28R near campus No pets
$240/mo plus deposit
753-3415

330
. r ,ost on some lot
Rooms
1, 'r--' will be
For Rent
A Keith lIR r !Ionises
Pins, EN
SLEEPING room Refriger
c1s 35e,k
'ator in hall Private en
trance Zimmerman Apts
s I sill." eriture stock
S 16th 753-6609.
must be sold
otter refused
Bato r Horne,
, llisy
Houses
r.44.0012,
For Rent

f

erocessirug
UP to $15
mail weekly check gearen.
teed Free details. writc
SD 12410 Cieitral. Su,le
255 TK Gthri:), CA 91710

_

iii”. I)
')I It3X,S0

2BR duplex stove, refrigerator and AC unit furnished
No pets $285/mo Call
753-9612

KOPPERUD REALTY otters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222. toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

:

popular Ma
al Pollen, of

r

Sarvkes
Offered

Real
Estate

illseellaissaue

WANTED Experienced
termite technician 2yrs ex
pertence or more preferred
but not a must Good base
pay and benefits Apply in
person McGee Pest Con
trot Hwy 641t1

530

130

240
He%)
Wanted
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WANT to rent 2 or 3br
house in West Calloway
County, east Graves
County or near Harmony
Mennonite Church
753-0447

Apartments
For Rent
1&2B-R nicely furnished
near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753-0606 after
5 30pm •
1.11R .turnisbed..aparlin,e01,
Nice and clean Close to
$165/mo
campus
753 7276
1BR furnished 1604,
Miller Deposit required
$165/mo Water furnished
753 0932, 753-5898
1BR in city limits Water
furnished $150/mo.
753 8848 before 8pm
1BR partly unfurnished,
gas heat and AC $150/mo
plus deposit 362-7060
2BR apartent in Northwood Appliances ani'd water furnished $260 Mo
753 3964
28R carport, central H/A
stove, refrigerator No pets
Deposit. lease. $350,mo
1802'4 A
Monroe
1-502 527-7382 after 5pm
2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406
2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753 9240

1158 ELM St 3br 1 bath
gas heat/central air, a-large
utility room with hookups,
carport 1 year lease and
$350/mo
deposit
812 421-8716

1977 CHEVROLET Malibu
station wagon, very clean,
new tires, excellent condition and gas mileage $875
will trade, 759-1922

1978 OLDSMOBLLE 98
CHARMER. Regency 2 door, 400 motor
REAL
and transmission Good
2Bedrm. Murray location
New central gas heat and dependable transportation
air Includes refrigerator, $500 OBO 762-4452
washer and dryer. Tons of 1979 COUGAR XR7 excelstorage! Discounted rent lent condition 753-5612
$375 753-8734.
1980 CADILLAC Seville
4dr, $250 down, 1980Thunderbird $200 down
1974 Nova 4dr, $100 down
1966 FORD pickup $150
MINIATURE Schnauzer, down 492-8884
black male 901-479-2472
1984 FORD Escort wagon
OBEDIENCE train your 43xxx miles, 2-tone, auto,
dog with kindness Profes- air, AM/FM,lilt, cruise Can
sional trainer successfully be seen at 1553 Whippoorserving Murray area for will 753-7275
over 12yrs AKC German
Shephard priced to sell
Used
Import and Champion sired
Trucks
pups 436-2858
PIT bull pups, 7 weeks old
1st shots and wormed. 2
males 1 white/black, 1
cocoa/white, $100 each. 1
female cocoa/white $75.
Excellent bloodline Serious inquiries only. Day or
night 759-1925.
REGISTERED Golden Retreiver puppies, females, 5
weeks old $100 Belinda
753-1362 8am-5pm,
759-4116 after 5pm
ROTTWEILLER puppies
$100
plus
up
502-345-2251
WANTED - a good home
for 10mo old Scott Terrier
753-2334
410

Public
Saki

Moving Sale
Sat,1.19
Getting mamed We
have 2 of everything
All must go Living
room & kitchen table &
chairs 1 yr old, bedroom suite, large desk
kitchen utensils, dishes small appliances
lots of books (hardback) too Best offers
get the loot'
Ridgewood Rd.
Call 753-1383 for viewing

Real
Estate
SELL your real estate a
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wilson 753-3263

1970 CHEVELLE $12500
trade, 1984 Cutlass $1650
nice, triple blue, 1988 Firebird blue in and out, nice
wheels $5500 or trade
492 8884
1978 FORD Bronco, very
good condition $3250
489-2643.
1979 CJ5 Jeep re-built 6
cylinder motor $2500
0130 474-8820
1979 F150 FORD 4x4 4
speed $1250 474 2789
1986 DODGE D50 pickup
truck 436-5455 after 5pm

ANY remodeling building, GUTTERING By Sears
painting & rootaig Free es- Sears residential and comtimates References
mercial continuous gutters
435 4632
installed for your specifica
tions Call Sears 753 2310
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
for free estmate
Factory vaned by 3 malor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on - my truck All PLUMBING
Free esti
work and parts warranted
mates Affordable rate
Ask for Andy at. The Ap Same day service All work
piano° Works, 753 2455
guaranteed 753-4200
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen_
ence Bobby Hopper,
436 5848

Services
Offered
A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

VCR REPAIR Wood Pi, R
Serwice Center cir.iir
servicing $15 met*. repaie.
$35, all brands 3rd Stre....
Alrr.o, Open 9 12
Mon .Fri , 753

PLUMBING repairman w.th
same day set wicd, Coil
436 5255

ROOK
CC/SON e Ac-pair Rooting set
terre.
BACKHOE Service - ROY4 pahihrig
HILL Junior Thorn, opera cretin Free eih • ,..
tor 30 years experience 474 2307
Septic system, drive ways,
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664

WILL tar-,/,, at r
heme Have c
753:1 `2
(
1- fs`',

$50
Feed
8 Seed

BLOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways. foundation
bases, patios chimneys
repair work Charles Bar
nett, 753-5476
FREE to good
part Lab
136 283-4

CARPET and vir,yr rep,
and installation Prc'e.
sional service Ole'bers 759 1247.
message
(1E1N1 (*him Chonnen
r
Sweeps ha, Itie
rem dissoura. %kr e
ney caps and
135-1191
COMPLETES PLUS
0
REPAIR All phases ot
home repair and remodei
ing 753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns. geri.
eral home improvements
(Duality work for lens Cu
tomer satisfach
teed Free ere .•
Williams 489 266,3
CUNNINGHAM S Heatir.g
and Cooling Service Com
plete seriice orl all oentral
cooling, all maks.; a' ii
models Call Gary ur
759-4754
LICENSED for cc- ,
- " -gas, refr:geration insta
Lon and repal
mates 753-7292
FENCE sales at
now Cal Shee,
for free eccee-ie
needs
FULL electriiva o
Installation -rpm .•
Residential corn753-7724
GENERAL Repair scrim
r
mg. roofing, tree
436 2642
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald halters r
painting, vinyl sid,r
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free es
inmates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA ap_oroved
Save on those high heatir.g
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
INTERIOR:Exterior paint
ing Work guaranteed Free
estimates 436-2299
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrica
contractor JAMES C (1:4.
LIMORE ELECTRIC
mercial and residential, tan
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
MAG'S Errand Sonic° ct
fors housesitting, grocery
shopping, postal and banking needs, etc 753-9630
Mon-Fri 8-5 References
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
MURRAY Ceramic Tile and
Marble and flat brick
435-4607

NICE 1970 % ton red NEW homes, remodeling,
Chevy. 400 motor, ps/pb, pole bams,decks.,roetbutld,
automatic transmission ings, brick and Masonry
Like new 1989 % ton white work 759:1039 after 4pm
Ford with ps/pb and automatic transmission, 28xxx NEW or repair work on
miles 753-1513 after masonry, plastering, and
drywall. Interior smooth or
5 30pm
textured finishes Styrofoam exterior insulation
system installed or re
paired Veneer and authentic stone installed Also
It
Shp
motor,
EVINRUDE
concrete formed and
16ft runabout and trailer poured. 759-4740
$2800 753-0196
510

T C Diriri Repair and Ma
tenance Plumt
Electrical Sewer 121G/1.
Street 753-6111
753-0606 after 5pri

, !,,,r 7, 74".c., 4

•

CI,STOM KITCHEN cssimrs
C1.1$7014 WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
,
'Cin.pp by I 5.111 OLT, ShbOor00/1

GUN, KNIFE & BASEBALL CARD

SHOW
- S2 1'Y.i.!‘„t7-c7s. Under

Frec

Marshall County High' School
Dr4ftenville, Kentucky

Saturday,' .Jan. 19, 9-5
Sunday, .Jan. 20, Noon-5

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BUDGET
_
ANALYST POSITION
Murray State Unlyersity is seeking a Budget
Analyst starting immediately to assist the
Director of the Budget, in preparation of .the
budget and reialed documents and- i
plementation of budgetary Controls throughout the fiscal year. A qualified candidate must
hold a Bachelor's degree in Finance: Accouriting.ol-a related field and a rnmimum ot
one year experience working in a centra'
budgetary or accounting function. Salary Wil
be commensurate with experience Applications will be accepted until the position !S,
filled. Submit letter of application, salary
requirements, resume and three references
to: Paul Bylaska, Director of the Budget.
University Budget Office, 318 Wells Hall,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
MSU is an EO/AAE

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, ben
efits, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MFDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies

NURSING HOME ANS.URANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies
companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say, Bldg
7th at Main. Murray, Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

ATTENTION CITY RESIDENTS: TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR CITY OFFICES
753-1621
Mayors Office
762-0352 Police Department
762-0311
City Clerk's Office
762-0350 Police Chief
762-0313
Police Records
762-0322
Firs Department, City Hall
762-0323
Fire Department, Station 2
762-0320
Firs Chief
762-0321
Codes Office
762-0300
Murray Municipal Utility, Collection Office
762-0330
Public Works
StreeVSanitationGasiWaterSewer/Cantral Garage; Planning/Engineering
489-2584
Landfill
WHEN CALUNG CITY OFFICES PLEASE USE THE CORRECT PHONE
NUMBER LISTED ABOVE • DO NOT USE NUMBERS LISTED IN THE OLD
PHONE DIRECTORIES.

r•.•••••
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Brandon receives officer of the quarter award
Jimmy Vaughn

Jimmy Vaughn, 61, Rt. 7. Benton, Draffenville area. died Thursday at 5:55 a.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a member of Calvert City
Lodge No. 543 of Free and
Accepted Masons. He had been in
:he barbecue bu-siness at
Drat fenville.
llc is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Karen Logdstor. Vaughn, three
daughters. Kelly Vaughn. Bradenton, Fla., and Lone' Vaughn and
Kim Suce. Benton: three sons.
Vauffin and Will Siice,
13cuitorand Wayne Vaughn.
Moore..
Also surviving are two sisters,
Marie Vaughn, Bradenton, and
Liiiestene Freeman, Mississippi,
brother. Bobby Vaughn, Smith "t ddren. one.great, •andch:1d.
funera1 rites w . he Sunday at
' •It r
1`••,
of Brown.

Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rey.
Gary Cruse will officiate
Burial will follow in Arlington
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Saturday
Masonic rites will be Silturday at 7
p.m. at the funeral home

Arthur Grewe
Arthur Grove, 73. of Evansville.
Ind.. father of _Mrs. Donna Keller
Of Murray ;died Thursday at 8 p.m.
at Deaconness Hospital,. Evansville..
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Christine Grove. one daughter,
Mrs. Donna Keller and husband.
Darold. and iv.o grandsons. 1 Odd
Keller and Brent Keller. all of
Murray, one son. Alien Orewe.
Memphis. Tenn one brother.
Robert Grewe. Esansville, Tenn
Alexander Last Funeral Home al
Evansville. Ind will be in charge
of ft:nera and hurial arrangements

Pritchard 'watchdogs' funded by
largest grant in group's history
LEXINGTON. Ky (API -- The
P-richard Committee for Academic
Lxcellence plans to focus on set1:rg up watchdog groups across the
-tate to keep an eye on education
:dorm. with help from the largest
•rtii.t in the group's historY
I
ft7c,:or R":•

Warden John L. Clark recently
announced the recipient of the quarterly. (October through December
199)) Correctional Officer of the
Quarter for the United States Penitentiary, Marion, IL.
This quarter's awardee is Michael
D. Brandon, Senior Officer Specialist. Brandon was presented the award
at a recent general staff meeting.
Approximately 200 staff were in
attendance.
Brandon was' recognized for his
outstanding performance during the
past quarter. He was additionally
singled out for his thoroughness in

Mrs. Mary.
Nimmo
Mrs. Mary Nimmo, 73, Ri 10,
Benton,. died Thursday.at 4:40 pin
at Marshall County Hospital.
A member of Olive Missionary
Baptist Church, she was preceded
in death by one son. Doyle Nimmo.
and one 'brother, Roy Loyen
Survivors are her husband. 1.c•s:
limrrio. one daughter, Mrs. Brenda
Hill. Leitchfield. one son, Larry
Nimmo. Dexter, use grandch .1
• &en, four greal-graltdChitdrer
Also survivirl are five
MrS.' Madeline CTii an,: \!'•
Betty Henson, Benton. att.,: `.:•
Kitty Cope and- Mrs- N1,:dr,:d
Crouse. Hardin. and Mrs. Mal
G0110,0!,. Reidland. I se brothers.
Hill Lovett. Wayne Losett, Leon
Lovett. and Pat Lovett. Benton. and
Joe LoYett. Mayfield.
The funeral V. il1 be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funer
al Home, Benton. The Rev. Johnny
Phillips and the Rey Richard
Edmiston will officiate
Burial will Ioltrw -r Horn
Ccmcterx
; •.

Mayfield resident
drowns after truck
runs off highway
A one-sehiele accident early
"lburNita‘ led to the drowning death
of a Ma N nt:Iti man. according to a
pa t‘l is tied
I3iahb I. Turner. IX. of 410
Windlityen Court Apt. ti. Mayfield.
was pronounced dead at Lourdes
Hospital ht McCracken County'
Coroner Jerry BeNer around 2.45
p in. Ca use tit death was ruled accidental drowning at ter an autopsy
v.. as performed
turner was a passenger in -a' yeh1,ie driy en hs Brian Matheny. 21.
ist Rt
'Stay he'd. who apparently
eiinfrol 1,1 his 1978 rslaida
:rye on Oaks Road
shieh left the road
a:er :11ed dth
report
sa:isfac.-:',•1'

,Y

Local troops still
waiting for word
on activation

"tIC

,
'tor. mu.
.):
.ona: pnilar
;7C nat,
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Hubbard expected
to speak in Murray

h.

Search for toddler
ends successfully

•

niissing
nkld.er eitslyd successtuity
4 report !roil.
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Stock Market
Report

Tobacco growers
urged to wait
for dryer weather
before stripping

JI

her A
accord •

outdoor se,:-.•
A:1;r a
• . •• (('f k and members 0: In.,
-say Couri:y Sheriff's Depitly,
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T •'
a: :he
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.chanws and sir('

Minority Affairs
office to sponsor
candlelight march

Agency reviewing
Merchants efforts
to repay farmers

Walter's Pharmacy
Capsule
Summary

Merchant's Grain has submitted
a plan for repayment to area, far 'tilers who have yet to receive
money from grain sold to the company. according to a published
report.
The company will be watched
closely by the state Grain Insurance
Corp. board which met Tuesday to
discuss the company's reported
cash flow problems, according to
the report.
The St. Louis-based firm is
licensed by the Kentucky Grain
Insurance Corp.
According to Roger Nes' •
spoke stnail I or the Kent u.
Department ot Agriculture, Mer
chants is making headway in sect.r
.trig the funds necessary to CO
checks issued to area grain produ,
et. an:or-ding to the report.
-The company is continuing to
make payments to farmers and the
department' yvill•-continue -to miitot the situation Jowly.was quoted as sairig.
Merchants president Mike
Leukens aLknowledged in the
report that the hoard revieed the
,:ompany's Kentucky operat:on,
hut declined to discuss intw"
the company lfurnished the agency

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

•

Heartburn — That
Burning Sensation
•.4eanwri8 Me most co"'Imo,dejen,hred,x,
10
,
andC can cause a et ot Ise/y-30,
1
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519 S. 12th • 753-7688
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Blue Ctoss
PCS a,i oftors
•

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Reiiio,,s:

111;itkic Brent Allen
Ditching
•

Counseling Center
offering two group
sessions-for public

Since Mg

759-1515

VALUABLE

1 he Counseling and Testing Center
a: Murray. State University is offering
two group sessions for the public
beginning this month.
On Tuesday, Jan. 22, the initial
smoking cessation group session 'will
be held. The support/therapy group
will help people stop smoking
through behavior modification, get;
51.••
eral information, relaxation and support. The day and time for future
meetings will be detemined at the first
meeting.
On Wednesday, Jan. 23, the initial
• session is planned for adults from
dysfunctional family groups. This
group will offer support for adult •
U.S. _Rep Lim' J. Hopkins wit1
children of acoholics and for people
.aunch his gubernatorial candidacy
who have suffered sexual. physical or
Tuesday. Jan. 22, with announceabuse- by discussing such
emotional
ments in eh of KentuCky's seven
things as self assertiveness, anger
congressional districts.
management. self esteem and interAccompanied by his family. the
personal relationship problems. Partiveteran Republican congressman
from Central Kentucky will kick off cipants will determine the day and
time for future meetings.
the day with an 8 a.m. CST announceBoth sessions are fret- the.public/7=r - before- supputters'and -students'
and will meet in room 206 in Ordway
gathered at the Wingo Elementary
School gymnasium in Graves County. Hall. For more infomration, contact
Kim Barrett at Murray State. 762The school formerly housed Wingo
High School from which Congress- 6851 or 7624854.
man Hopkins graduated in 1951. He
was a member of the Wingo Indians
basketball team which played on the
floor from which he will formally
begin his bid to become Kentucky's
54th governor.
7 !:

co PONS

Hopkins to launch
candidacy on Jan. 22
in each.of 7 districts

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
211 S. 12th St.

eorral Mate Marlirt 5e, sersurr lamer, IS, 1001
Kentocky Purchase At. Hag %trim. Report Induct's a
bring Malaise larripsta S.r442Jat423 &arrows& Gilt.s
steady 25 Issiber, Sims
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_
IS 2-1 Z30-260 be....
541-4&N
is 3.4 261re es
'30•6
1.5 1 2 273 351 be
LS 1-3 )11141•11
—SalSS 3&1111
IS 1.3 401525 be
111-3&511
LS 1 3 525 sad up—
5311.541-112SO

'Lunch or Dinner

t.S 2-3 313511 be
bars SMOG 31 50

S35.143 36.1111

Preston Barrett
Lindy T. Salter

641 South

753-2617

1-

Only

ccolb

S I

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffets
Plus...2 Large Drinks

HOG MARKET

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Call me about...

753-3415

briefing newly assigned staff.
Brandon was presented a plaque
and monetary award at the ceremony.
Additionally, he will receive nationwide recognition through the agency's
newsletter and preferred parking for a
quarter.
The Correctional Officer for the
Quarter Award is designed to recognize a line staff Correctional Officer
who has significantly contributed to
the departmental mission throughout
the quarter. Approximately 202 fellow Correctional Officers were eligible for selection.
Brandon has been employed at the
United States Pen iteniary since Ju1)16,
1986. Mr. Brandon is a resident of
Harrisburg, IL. He is a former employee of the Murray Ledger & Times
having served as Sports Editor Of the
paper.
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Expires Jan 24, 1991

'Must Present Coupon When Orderir,g
'Not Good With Any Other Special
a

Large 1-Topping Pizza

'Onginal Crust
•Dine In Pick-Up Free Delivery

•

Expires Jan 24 1991

Only $6"

'Must Present Coupon When Ordering
Not Good With Any Other Special
a
•

Buy Any 15" Large Pizza at Regular
Price, Get Second 15" Large for

"Up to 10 kerns-Original Crust
Pick-Up. Free Delivery
Expires Jan 24, 1991
•

Chestnut
Street

$2"

'Not Good With Any Other Special
'Must Present Coupon When Orderingd

753-6656

